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SUMHARY.

This report consists of five chapters and five appendices. The first

chapter is a general introduction. It introduces the reader to the pro

blem and the basic equations of aerodynamics, i.e. the Euler equations.

The theorems of Kelvin and Bernoulli are derived such that the influence

of external forces is shown explicitly. Furthermore the forcefree con

dition is mentioned.

The second chapter is a concise account of one theory of rotat

ing fluids as applied to actuatordiscs. The theory is explained along

the lines set out by Batchelor and Greenspan (Batchelor, 1967)

(Greenspan, 1968). Two equations, both fundamental to the theory of ro

taryflow are derived: an equation for the Stokes streamfunction, and an

equation for the streamwise change of the Bernoulli equation. Combined

they give a single, non-linear partial differential equation for the

streamfunction. The equation m~y be solved when the circulation is

known.

The third chapter is an attempt to linearise the equation f~the

streamfunction, thereby simplifying the process of solving ie. The con

ditions in a stationary far wake that is in rigid body rotation are used

to find the circulation as a function of the streamfunction. The funda

mental equation linearises and an analytical solution is obtained assum

ing that the wake is a circularcylinder. Conservation of volumeflow al

lows the derivation of an ordinary differential equation for the wake

boundary.

The fourth chapter is an attempt to solve the full non-linear pro

blem by an iterative method. Starting from a known, trivial zeroth order

solution, i.e. an undisturbed stream with a circular cylindrical wake,
/

two iterative steps are worked out in detail. The iterative method

rests' on the assumption that the circulation may be expanded-·in a

power series to the (un) desturbed streamfunction.

The fifth chapter presents the results of numerical calculations on

H first iterative step. The computational algorithm is discussed and the

results, which are presented in streamline diagrams, are discussed for

two cases.

Appendix one is concerned with Bernoulli's theorem in conjunction
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with singular forces.

Appendix two explains the Hankel integral transform.

Appendix three gives some infinite Bessel function integrals.

Appendix four gives more numerieal results.

Appendix five lists the computerprogramme.
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PREFACE.

This report was written while I was in the laboratory for Fluid dynamics

and Heattransfer' of the Department of Applied Physics of Eindhoven Uni

versity of Technology (EUT). Part of the research in the laboratory 1S

aevoted to theoretical aerodynamics of windturbines. This research is

an outgrowth of the CWO-activities (CWD:Consultancy services Windenergy

for Developing countries). CWO is designing small, low cost, slow run

ning, waterpumping windmills. The present design theory for rotorblades,

however is not wholly applicable to s~owrunners. Therefore a PhD candi

date is investigating the flow through so called actuator surfaces,

which serv;e as models for windrotors. Insight in the now through heavily

loaded actuator surfaces may lead to an improved design theory for rotor,

blades.

I joined the laboratory in april 1985. For two months I read the

available literature. Other duties stopped me from working through sum

mer 1985. I rejoined the laboratory in december 1985, and started work

on a forcefield model. The forcefield model had been used by Kusters

(Kusters, 1985) but is originally due to Von Karman and Burgers (Karman

and Burgers, 1935). After two months I concluded that the forcefield

model can not be expected to model a rotor faithfully. This is mainly

because the forcefield model was originally developed for wings, where

forces parallel to the mainstream are small. In the power extracting

state of a rotor (i.e. a windmill) forces parallel to the mainstream

are essential and usually not small. Consequently I took up work on a

theory of rotary flows, originally applied to actuatorsurfaces by Wu

(Wu, 1962). This report is the result of approximately half a year work

on Wu's theory as applied to windturbines. I have spent a lot of effort

in starting from the beginning, leaving out irrelevant details and ex

plicity mentioning all assumptions that are made. None the less I rea

lise that most people will find the contents of this report difficult

reading. To them, I apologise, there seems to be no other way to explain

the theory than by using fairly advanced mathematical techniques. To all

others, who still have difficulties to understand my writings, I can not

excuse myself. The presentation of the material is entirely mine, where

ever the presentation is unclear it is probably due to my own lack of

understanding.
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------;;..;....==~.:...::..::....:.:.;...:.....-_------- ••-- ------CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION.

It is a fact·of common experience that a body in motion
through a fluid experiences a resultant force which, in
most cases, is mainly a resistance to the motion. A class
of body exist, however, for which the component of the
resultant-force normal to the direction of motion is many
times greater than the component resisting the motion, ( ••• ).

H. Glauert, 1926.

1.1 General Introduction.

This chapter serves a twofold purpose. It is to give an introduction to

windturbine-theory and secondly it is to define the concepts which are

used throughout this report. The reader may wonder why there is still

an active interest in windmill-theory. Besides the obvious increasing

economic· reasons, the present theories do not adequatly describe

the empirical features of windturbines. To be more specific; measure

ments.indicate that the aerodynamic losses may be smaller than is pre

dicted by theory. Moreover the existing design theory is not wholly ap

plicable to t~rbines which carry a heavy load.

A first indicatioa of why the present windturbine-theories are

only partially correct, may be inferred from the words of Glauert

(Glauert, 1926), which serve as a motto to this introductory chapter.

The special class of body to which Glauert refers is generally kno\n1 as

"aerofoils" or "wings". An aerofoil moving through a fluid produces

lift, a force perpendicular to the direction of motion. The windtur

bines considered here(of the~horizohtal-axis-type)consist out of an

array of aerofoils of finite length placed radially outward in such a

way, that all ends of the aerofoils lyon a common plane circle. The

angles to Which the aerofoils are set, relative to the rotorplane are

such that the torque on the common axis of all aerofoils is generated

mainly by lifting forces. A windturbine, however, is to extract power

and not just torque from the wind, and thus there must be a force com

ponent perpendicular to the rotorplane; i.e. parallel and opposite to

the main windstream. It is precisely this (large) force component that

severely complicates the analysis. The usual way to deal with wings of

finite~span in motion, is to linearize in such a way that the forces

parallel to the main stream are neglected to second order (Karman en

Burgers, 1920). Since forces directed opposite to the mainstream are

-1-



------------------- .•-- -------INTRODUCTION.

an essential feature of windturbines, linearisation with respect to

these forces is out of the question. In contrast, we shall neglect

forces perpendicular to the streamtubes, instead of forces parallel to

it.

We shall now proceed and define the concepts which are frequently

used in this report.

1.2 Actuator Surfaces.

In this report we make use of the actuator surface concept as a model

for a windturbine. More on actuator surfaces may be found in textbooks

on hydrodynamic propulsion, e.g. Sparenberg's (Sparenberg, 1984).

In the actuator surface concept, the rotor is seen as a surface on

which forces act on the fluid passing through it. An actuator disc i.e.

a plane surface with a circle as its boundary, is the limiting case of

a real rotor, with a very large number of ever smaller blades. The,
product of the number of blades and the blade area is kept constant.

Also the load per blade tends to zero as the number of blades increases,

yet the product remains constant too.

In general an actuator surface A is an orientable, not necessarily

closed surface in a singly connected region G of the three dimensional

real vector space R~. In this region twa,;vector fields are defined. The

velocity field ~ which is defined throughout the region G and on the

actuator surface A, and a forcefield f which is defined on the actuator

surface only. Furthermore we define the static pressure p, which is a

scalar field defined throughout G. For our purposes we limit ourselves

to actuator discs in a region G, consisting of the whole real space R3 •

Furthermore we limit the discussion to continuous incompressible and

non viscous fluids of uniform densit~ Steady flow situations only,

shall be subject of study. Now the equations for the fluid motion are

the continuity and the Euler equation; respectively:

( 1.1)

-2-



.---INTRODUCTION. ...--...;......;...--...;...--------------- -------

(1 .2)

We shall set us to the task of solving ~ and p, for a given external

force distribution f on the actuator disc and for specific boundary

condition9 at infinity. The external forces are volume forces of dimen

sion (N/m3 ) since the forces act in an actuator surface, this surface

must have a finite thickness, which can be made arbitrarily small.

The boundary condition:; will be subject of further study. It is well to

remember that the boundary conditions should be chosen so that the solu

tion of (1.1) and (1.2) is continuous in the boundary conditions, the

problem is then well posed. It is to be noted that the forcefield !
which is defined on the actuator disc only, is also a boundary condition,

be it a condition of rather special form.

If the problem is well posed, then small variations in the boun

dary conditions will induce, at most, small changes in the solution.

Since we have postulated the validity of the equations (1.1) and (1.2)

it may be impossible to formulate a well posed problem. This is caused

by neglecting physical phenomena like compressibility and viscosity.

1.3 Stokes Streamfunction.

In terms of circular cylinder coordinates (z, r,t) the equation of

continuity (1.1) takes the form; (with ~ =(u, v, w)):

(1 .3)

and may be identically satisfied by:

(1 .4)

where we have introduced the Stokes Streamfunction ~defined by:

-3-



INTRODUCTION.

( 1.5)

This line integral can be interpreted as to measure the flux of volume

divided by 21rthrough a surface formed by rotating an arbitrary plane

curve between two points in an axial plane, around the axis. An alter

native interpretation of ~is to regard it as a component of the vector

potential A

(1 .6)

Then in terms of this vectorpotential A the equations (1.4) may be

written as:

LT: Curt A- (1. 7)

It follows from (1.3); which states that the velocity field is diver

gence free and from the single connectedness of the region G in which

~ is defined that: the velocity field is sourcefree. Indeed it is this

property that allowed us to introduce the Stokes Streamfunction by (1.5).

1.4 Circulation and Vorticity; Kelvins Theorem.

In the preceding paragraph we have introduced the Stokes Streamfunction,

and it was shown that knowledge of this streamfunction enables us to

calculate the axial (u) and radial (v) velocity components. The azimu

thal velocity w cannot be inferred from the streamfunction. Therefore

we define the circulation P

( 1.8)

Where the integral is taken along a closed curve C, to which ds is a

unit tangent infinitesimal vector. By Stokes theorem it follows that:

-4-
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( 1.9)

where the integral is taken over the open surface S'~ bound by C, on

which dn is a unit normal element of area. In this report we shall deal

exclusively with curves C that are coaxial circles lying in lateral planes, 1.e.

perpendicular to the axis.

Therefore, and because of the axial symmetry we write instead of (

(1.8) :

r = 2T 'W(r, 2) r I (1.10)

(1.12)

For reasons of convenience we have introduced a related quantity ~ ,

which is simply r/lQ. In view of the importance of the circulation, we

introduce the vorticity tv defined by:

tv:: CUrt ()- (1.11)- -

The importance of circulation and vorticity which are connected by

(1.9), for our type of problem can hardly be overstressed. It will be

shown in the next chapter that once the circulation is known, either as

a function of the coordinates x and r or as a function of ~ , to which

it is related through (1.7) and (1.6), the velocity field may be deter

mined everywhere.

We proceed by deriving the well known Kelvin circulation theorem,

since it has to be modified slightly to make it serve our purposes.

Taking the substantial (or material) derivative of (1.8) it follows

tbat:

Dr 1{~ O-s) -Il~/d-5 OYadv-\ct =J~ Vl'- . c - '-~ 1(/ -/

-5-



--~---...;;..;..--------------- .•-- -----INTRODUCTION.

substituting the Euler equation (1.2) gives:

(1. 13)

where v2=(~ , v). The second integral in (1.13) is clearly zero, there

fore we have arrived at a relation between the force f and the circula

tion

1Lv~ :: I(J-, Cwad P\: 11.(+ cls)
l- ~ l1- / C(' -1-

This may be written as:

(1.14)

(1. 15)

Where we have applied (1.10) and we have chosen C as a coaxial circle

in a lateral plane. Usually, in fluid dynamics the force f is a volume

force that may be written as the negative gradient of a scalarpotential.

Then Kelvin's theorem is retained. Since we are primarily interested

in singular (body) forces, we arrive at (1.14) where the material deri

vative of the circulation is non zero.

1.5 The Bernoulli Theorem.

By applying a well known vector identity to the Euler equation (1.2),

it is possible to write the equation in conservative form:

(1.16)

Taking the vector dot product of (1.16) with v it follows that:

-6-
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(1.17)

Therefore if f is zero or perpendicular to v we arrive at Bernoulli's

theorem:

The quantity H:

flo:: (1. 18)

is constant along a streamline. H has been named: Bernoulli constant,

or alternatively: total head.

From (1.17) we see that a necessary condition for changing the

Bernoulli constant along a streamline is that the force f has a com

ponent parallel to the velocity ~ • In aerodynamic theory, the possi

bility of forces parallel to the velocity is precluded by requiring

that the forces are perpendicular to the velocity everywhere:

(1.19)

We shall call this condition: the force-free condition. The force-free

condition models the effects of viscosity upon the flow. We, too, shall

make use of (1.19), but since in order to extract power from the wind

(1.19) must not be zero, we face a paradox. The resolution of this

paradox is a subject treated in chapter two.

-7-



CHAPTER II. THEORY OF ROTATING FLUIDS.

All consistent axiomatic formulations of (number theory)
.include undecidable propositions.

Attributed to Kurt Godel, 1931.

11.1 Introduction.

Using the concepts defined in the first chapter, we shall set up a

general theory of rotating fluids. The theory to be presented is not new

and inasmuch as it is applied to force-free velocity fields, if can be

found in several textbooks. Since we deal with an actuator disc covered

with (axisymmetri~) singular forces, we treat the problem with care,

paying extra attention to these forces.

II.Z Coordinate system and governingequations.

Throughout this chapter we make use of a curvilinear orthogonal coordi

nate system (x
"

xz' x3) with scale factors (h l , hZ' h3). This coordi

nate system may be obtained from the more familiar rectangular cartesian

coordinates by a coordinate transformation:

(2.1)

If x is a position vector, then the spatial derivatives u~u~· (i=l, Z,3)

represent tangentvectors to the x. coordinate curves. The scalefactors
l.

may be obtained from this by the formula:

~' e·I _l . -t':: /, 2, ..J.
/

(Z.2)

where e. is a unit. vectortangent to the x. coordinate curve. We
1. l.

shall choose our coordinate system axisymmetric, all derivatives with

respect to the azimuthal variable x3 being zero, and, by definition,

the azimuthalmetric factor h3 equal to the radial distance x~ measured

along a x2(radial) coordinate curve (see fig.l on.next page). In this

coordinate system we define the velocity ~ = (u l , uZ' u3), the pressure

-8-
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.•--THEORY OF ROTATING FLUIDS.--------------------- ---- ---

P = p(x1, x2) and the force! = (f
1

, f 2 , f 3).

The theory as described by Greenspan (Greenspan, 1968) and

Batchelor (Batchelor, 1967) rests upon the computation of the azimuthal

component of the vorticitytu
3

• Before we go into this, however, let us

write down the equations of motion in the general coordinate system:

The equation of continuity becomes:

(2.3)

and this may be satisfied identically by the Stokes Streamfunction:

) (2.4)

The Euler equations (1.2), in conservative form are:

I a!! [,
= :g; cJX, - '10 (a)

'(b) (2.5)

(c)

where 4/1,Ui
2

,u,.3 are components of the vorticity4! = rot ~ • Further

more we introduce the (reduced) swirl (or circulation):

(2.6)

-10-



------------------- .•-- ------THEORY OR ROTATING. FLUIDS.

By direct substitution of (2.6) and (2.4) into (2.5e) we find that:

/
(2.7)

where we have introduced the Jacobian of two functions as:

(2.8)

(2.9)

Equation (2.7) is equivalent to (1.15) the latter being derived on the

basis of Kelvin's theorem applied to a system of circular cylinder co

ordinates, to which the general coordinate system can be reduced. Indeed

it can be shown that the Euler equations (2.3) or (1.2) and Kelvin's

theorem (1.14) are equivalent in all aspects (Von Mises and Friedrichs,

1971). Now (2.7) shows that in the absence of external forces, i.e.

£3 = 0 , the swirl depends on the stream function only:

fr= F(~)

In our case of an actuator disc we have f = 0 on all streamlines, ex

cept on those streamlines which have passed the disc region, as will be

shown in a subsequent paragraph. Furthermore, we may conclude that if

~ is to change on a streamline i.e. ~ = constant, it can only do so

because of the action of azimuthalforces. The axial- and radial forces

have no influence whatsoever.

11.3 The azimuthaLcomponent of vortici ty.

The components of the vorticity rot ~ may be written as:

(a) (2.10)

-11-



THEORY OF ROTATING FLUIDS. -.• =
(b) (2.10)

which shows that the projection of the velocity f?and the projection of

the vorticity (-t.' in a meridional (axial) plane are locally parallel. This

state of affairs resembles Beltrami-flow in which .y x llj= 0 everywhere

in the flowfield, but ~}:f: 0 • The azimuthal vorticity component u§ may

be written as:

(2.11)

where the operator D is defined through:

Either one of the conservative Euler equations (2.5a) or (2.5b) can be

used, in combination with (2.10b), (2.10a) respectively, to derive an

expression for w3 in terms of the circulation and the Bernoulli con~

stant, which is valid everywhere except on the actuator disc where

f :f: 0 .

(2.13)

Thus we find by combination of (2.13) and (2.11):"

(2.14)

Equation (2.14) is the main result of this chapter, it expresses the

fact that the change of the streamlines as functions of coordinates,

i.e. the shape of the flowfield, is determined by the change in Hand

fr as we go from one streamline to another: the equation is therefore

-12-



THEORY OF ROTATING FLUIDS. -.• =
severely non linear. Once Hand f are known as functions of~ , they

are known throughout the flowfield (in view of Bernoulli's theorem and

in view of (2.9» and the fundamental equation (2.14) may, in principle

be solved. Very little is known about solutions of this equation and

thus it seems that the incompleteness theorem of Kurt Godel is equally

applicable to solutions of (2.14) as it is to number theory.

In the remaining chapters considerable effort is devoted to solving

equation (2.14) in several special cases as well as in a general case,

rather insuccessfully though it may be. In the next paragraph we shall

show that it is possible, in the actuator disc case, to find a simple

relation between Hand t . Then knowledge of t as a function of JY en-r'·

abIes us to solve the fundamental equation (2.14). A warning is appro

priate at this stage. The fundamental equation in the form given by

(2.14) is valid only in regions where no external forces act. In the

actuator disc region we have to add to the righthand side of (2.14) a

forceterm which can be shown to be perpendicular to the local stream

tube. This forceterm was neglected.• The Appendix I, will investigate

the modifications necessary to apply (2.14) to the disc region.

11.4 The Bernoulli constant and the Force-free condition.

We make full use of the generality of our set up. We choose the surfaces

x2 = constant to be streamsurfaces. Then p, becomes a function of x2 only

and u2 is zero by definition. The scale factors are readily seen to be:

(2.15)

where u and v are axial or radial velocity components in a system of

circular cylinder coordinates.

At the end of chapter one the force-free condition was mentioned.

We apply the Kutta condition to a rotating disc. Thus we ensure that

the velocity is locally perpendicular to the blade forces. The force

free condition is:

(2.16)
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whereJ2- is the angular velocity at which the disc rotates (see fig. 2

on next page). Taking the dot product of the (conservative) Euler equat

ion (2.5) with ~ gives:

(2.17)

Thus combining (2.16) and (2.17) it follows that

(2.18)

the azimuthal force component f 3 can be expressed in terms of ~bY
(1.14):

(()-/ ~tLP).=- Xl. -&It (2.19)

showing that the streamwise variation of the swirl is proportional to

the moment of the azimuthalforce f 3 • Combining (2.18) and (2.19) gives

upon integration along the streamlines:

(2.20)

(2.21)

where H00 is the freestream total head. Equation (2.20) shows that H

is smaller than the freestream total head Hoc, which is in accordance

with the energy extraction from the wind. Equation (2.20) is regarded

as fundamental in the theory of rotating fluids (Thwaites, 1960}.

It is to be understood that equation (2.20) does not determine

the division of H00 between H and~, it merely expresses a conservation

property.··Upon integrating (2.18) and (2.19) along a streamline we en

counter the line integral:
00

JX2~~
-00

which is non zero only because of the singular nature of the forcefield.
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Equation (2.20) holds on streamlines which have passed through the

actuator disc. Therefore there is a definite region where the swirl dif-

fers from its freestream value. This region is subsequently called the

"wake" or the "slipstream". The boundary of the wake, formed by the

streamlines passing through the edge of the disc is unknown. Its deter

mination is one of the goals of this report. Upon substitution 6f

(2.20) into (2.14) we arrive at:

(2.22)

and this equation is valid outside the actuator disc region, in the

wake only. This made explicit by multiplying the righthand side by two

Heaviside unit step functions:

(2.23)

where R(~) is the explicit solution of the equation determining the

wake boundary, which follows from conservation of mass:

(2.24)

The equation (2.22) was first derived by Wu (Wu, 1962) in a paper on

flow through heavily loaded actuator discs. It has been rederived here

in a somewhat different manner.

II. 5 Discussion.

The theory as presented in this chapter is as general as possible. The

reason for the generality was that by choosing the coordinate system

in an intelligent way the problem might simplify. Equation (2.22) how-
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ever, shows that this does not happen. Whatever coordinatesystem is

chosen, the righthand side of equation does not simplify. If we attach

the coordinatesystem to the streamlines the left handside of equation

(2.21) simplifies; it then resembles a Sturmcliouville operator. Never

theless we do not gain much, since by attaching the coordinatesystem to

the streamlines the second scalefactor becomes dependant upon the velo

cities. Consequently in the remaining chapters we shall no longer use

the general coordinatesystem, but we shall reemploy the circular cylind

ercoordinates, provided tha t:·

(2.24)

In equation (2.21) a forceterm is missing. It is true that this force

term is non zero only in the discregion, but the streamfunction we cal

culate is not necessarily a good approximation to the true streamfunc~~

tion. ,It is shown in Appendix I that the forceterm we have to add is a

forcecomponent normal to the streamlines. Let us call this force F, for

the moment we are not interested in the exact expression for F. Here we

are primarily concerned with formulating necessary 'and sufficient con

ditions, under which solutions of (2.21) will satisfactorily approxi

mate the true streamfunction. Essentially (2.21) is a relation between

Y' and P- and a similar relation holds for the true streamfunction Ie :
(2.25)

(2.26)

Expanding in a Taylorseries around F = 0 gives; to first order:

~(If,f,r): ,!Uhfl,O) ~ F i/ft:o
where g(j:;',O) is equivalent to (2.21), which is thus seen to be a

~eroth order approximation to the problem (2.25). This zero order

approximation is valid for small F and well behaved DllaTJo . If it

happens that F = 6 becomes zero, .then (2.21) is exact. Especially at

the edge of the actuatordisc it is expected that singular forces have a

large effect on the (local) streampattern. Therefore, before attempting
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to find solutions of (2.21) in general, we shall try to find solutions

to (2.21) in cases where it can be assumed to hold exactly.

-18-
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111.1 Introduction.

The previous chapter was concerned with setting up a general theory of

rotatingfluids, as applied to actuatordiscs. The fundamental result,

equation (2.14) or (2.21) is severly non-linear; first, the variable

appears in the sourceterm and, second, the region where the sourceterm

differs from zero is not known.

This chapter is an attempt to find solutions to (2.21) which are

exact in some limit sense. It will be shown that either a parabolic or

a constant circulation distribution linearizes the fundamental equation.

With the knowledge obtained from studying the limit solutions, we may

try to mitigate the shortcomings of the axial momentum theory.

111.2 Classification.

Every quantity appearing in the equations of motion (1.1), (1.2) may be

scaled by either R, the rotor radius andlVoo the freestream velocity, or

combinations thereof. Introducing the non-dimensional quantities:~~ ~I'~

{t/!: l?/}~1ll/ r~ r/R; Z'=-l/R / Pt f/~~' f/'=-II'Ij~.J/ p'= ?I.z~ L

and the tipspeed ratio A=.Q~ the fundamental equation may be writ

ten as:

V''!',", - ~(R(2')-r')~ (z1(r' ~ f f ')~' (3.1)

Throughout the remainder of this report we shall use non dimensional

quantities. For reasons of brevity, the primes will be omitted where

ever possible.

A suitable parameter to distinguish different rotor regimes is the

tipspeed ratio. Kusters (Kusters, 1985) found a relation between the

load, the swirl and the tipspeed ratio:

. 7+ 2
..- :lr~A-r-flr7Dp =-0 (3.2)

where..bp is the pressuredifference over the actuatordisc, l:lp is negative

for a windmill. (This formula is rederived in appendix I, taking an ac

tuatordisc covered with forces as the startingpoint.)
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Solving (3.2) for f and invoking the limit k')O we arrive at:

(3.3)

whereas the high tipspeedratio limit gives:

()M~) :

tr -7 - l::rp / A (3.4)

Thus we see that' tends to a constant value for both the high and the

low tipspeedratio limits. Moreover (3.3) and (3.4) show that the limit

behaviour is linear, and (3.3) shows that even for ~= 0 there still may

be a finite circulation at the actuatordisc. (Usually this situation i

does not occur since it requires a very large pitchangle to prevent

aerodynamic stall) In this report we are primarily interested in the

low tipspeedratio limit. Therefore we shall investigate the parabolic

circulation distribution more closely. First we show that the parabolic

swirl distribution may also be derived from the radial equation of

motion.

111.3 A differential equation for fI-.

The radial equation of motion, in conservative form, written down in non

dimensional quantities is:

(3.5)

where ~~ the azimuthal vorticity simply is:

(3.6)

Now assume that the derivative of the radial velocity V, d~ and the

radialforce f are zero. Then (3.5) combined with the non-dimensional
r

variety of (2.20) gives:
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(3.7)

Consequently knowledge of the axial velocity distribution enables us to

calculate the circulation distribution and vice versa. It is to be under

~tood that (3.7), because of the use of (2.20) is valid only in the wake

of the actuatordisc.

An equation very similar to (3.7) is given by de Vries (de Vries,

1979) in his discussion of the cylindrical wake. The derivation here

given, shows that (3.7) is also valid in regions free of radial forces

with constant, but non zero, radial velocities.

If the velocity distribution at a specific axial coordinate is

known, then the circulation distribution as well as the streamfunction

may be calculated. In principle the circulation may then be expressed

in terms of the streamfunction. By (2.9) it follows that the circulation

is known throughout the wake. Thus the axial velocity distribution at

any lateralplane suffices to find the circulation distribution through

out the wake. Therefore in the next paragraph we shall turn to the wake

far downstream, where we may postulate the velocity distribution.

111.4 The farwake.

Measurements, and physical intuition too, indicate that the wake should

become stationary at a distance several rotordiameters behind the rotor

plane. This stationary wake with radius ~oo) I is subsequently called

farwake. The farwake is characterized by zero radial velocities, zero

radialforces and a constant circulation (with respect to the axial coor

dinate). Assuming that the axial velocity in the farwake is constant,

(3.5) becomes:

(3.8)

Obviously this equation has two simple singular integrals. It cannot be-
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solved in general by standard methods, however (Ince, 1956). The solu

tions are:

. 0 < r, 1<00
/

(3.9)

(3.10)

Because of the non-iinear nature of (3.8) a linear combination of (3.9)

and (3.10) is~ a solution. Note that (3.10) is parabolic in r as

(3.3) is. As yet it is not understood if (3.3) and (3.10) have more in

common than a purely symbolic similarity.

We now proceed by showing that the circulation throughout the wake

may be found. Assume that the axial velocity in the farwake is a (a~

in dimensional quantities). Then the streamfunction is:

;'O<Y'(~oo (3.11)

Hence the circulation is, by substitution in (3.10):

(3.12)

Since the circulation is constant on a streamline, (3.12) is valid

throughout the', wake. In the case of a constant ~distribution the same

conclusion holds: if the swirl is constant as a function of the radius

then it is also constant as a function of the streamfunction and thus

the swirl is constant throughout the wake.

The constant circulation distribution was treated by Greenberg

(Greenberg, 1972 and Greenberg and Powers, 1970), therefore we restrict

ourselves to the parabolic swirl.

111.5 A linearized fundamental equation.

From inspection of the fundamental equation (2.21) it follows that the

righthand side is linearized if either fl is constant, or f! is propor-
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tional to~. In the preceding paragraph we found a solution (3.10)

that will linearize the fundamental equation. On substitution (3.1) be-

comes:

·(3.13)

which may be rearranged to give a linear inhomogenous partial different

ial equation of the second order. (For brevity we omit the Heaviside unit

functions, but we must keep in mind that they belong to terms linear in

~1) :

-..L~ +/~)~ _ gl r~'>..
r di- Ca. a (3. 14)

Upon introducing the 'perturbation g(r~ by:

the linear equation (3.14) becomes homogenous:

(3.15)

(3.16)

where the new variable k equals 2Jva. It is still not possihle to solve

(3.16) analytically, because we do not know where the term k2g has to be

excluded (i.e. we do not know the wake boundary).

111.6 Boundary value problems.

w~ try to find solutions of (3.14) by approximating the wake with a

straight circular cylinder between Z = 0 and z~aq with radius 1 (R ~n

dimensional quantities). Next we solve a boundary value problem for g

and calculate the streamfunction bg (3.15). This process may be repeat

ed; the second approximation of the wake boundary will follow from con-
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servation o£ mass (2.23). It is hoped that this iterative process con

verges rapidly to t~e solution of (3.16). For the boundary conditions we

take common sense values. At the disc (z=O) we prescribe the radial velo

city v(r), at the wake boundary we prescribe the tangential velocity.

The boundary condition at z-~follows from (3.11), the farwake value of

the streamfunction, whereas at the axis we require a finite volumeflux

and thus finite streamfunctions. In summary:

ate; +~ f 1. 09- +(k l_ ..1.1 )(/= 0 '
(Jtl () r L y- dt: \' Y I /

2 = 0 i ~ "- V(r) -' 0 ~ t'.$ I

Z "70
o<r< I

(3.17)

(3.18)

(3.19)

. O~Y~I
I

(3.20)

(3.21)

where in (3.21) we have introduced the tangential inductionfactor aI,

defined by:

a ':: 'WIA (3.22)

The boundary value problem (3.17)tthrough (3.21) may be solved. The so

lution is given in terms of an infinite series:

(3.23 )
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where J] is a Besselfunctron of the first kind of order unity and where

j are its zero's:
n

(3.25)

(3.27)

The coefficient A may be calculated from the remaini'ng boundary condi
n

tion at z=O:

00L A'ni~~2_F 'J(j",r) ~ VCr)
'Yl =0

Thus A i~ 2_k2\is the Fourier-Besselcoefficient of the function v(r),
n n

making use of the orthogonality property of the BesselfunctionsJ1(jnr )

(3.26)

we obtain for the unknown A :
m

For example if v(r)=rv then it follows from (3.27):

(3.27)

fl..

A"" - ~ ~ J.- jmt./t<I'm ~V~)
It is to be noted that (3.23) puts a restriction on the

(3.28)

allowed values

for k. As g(z,r) is to remain finite, k must be smaller than the first

zero of J]:

k < j, = J<93
consequently:
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Thus the solution (3.23)-(3.27) ~s valid for low values of )\and the

lower so if a axial inductionfactor is small. It appears to be impos

sible to find a simple expression for g, therefore the wake boundary is

not easily found. We do not worry too much about this apparent failure,

since there is a way to find an ordinary differential equation for the

wake boundary.

111.7 A differential equation for the wake boundary.

From a mathematical point of view, the equation of conservation of volume

flow (2.13) is an implicit function for the wake boundary

(3.31)

Furthermore we have a linear homogenous partial differential equation

(3.16) for the perturbation function g:

(3.32)

We may try to find a single ordinary differential equation for R(z), by

differentiating (3.31) implicitly to the axial variable z. The partial

derivatives of g must be expressed in derivatives of R(z). First we de

rive an expression for g in terms of R. On substitution of (3.32) in {

(3.31) it may be found that:

~(1;h),z)", fa- (rfa) - 'j((z)) + 'l: 0,0)

1?lz)
(3.33 )

We now set g~,O) equal to its value in the preceding paragraph (3.21):

(3.34)

where (3.34) expresses that the tangential velocity at the discedge is

a' times the tangential velocity of the rotor itself. Thus we get:
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(3.35)

The partial derivatives of (3.35) with respect to z,g and g are
~ zz

easily found to be:

, 1

~l ~ -j a.5l (/- a 'jl?{z))

~ a'" .la' ~Jl J)
~zz : -jal (1- r.<t) 7? + f(L ( RJ

(3.36)

(3.37)

where we have used Newton's fluxie-notation in order to denote ordinary

differentiaton with respect to z. This is to prevent confusion with (non)

dimensional quantities, which are denoted by primes. Now differentiate

(3.31) implicitly to z, this gives:

(3.38)

On substitution of (3.32) and rearranging we find:

(3.39)

Now by using (3.35) and (3.36) we have:

(3.40)

In the same way we find:

(3.41)

We may find an equation for R by substitution of (3.41), (3.40) and

(3.35) into (3.16):
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Equation (3.42) is a non-linear ordinary differential equation for R(z).

The equation is stiff if a l is anywhere near R2 . The equation (3.42) de

scribes a boundary value problem with one free boundary:

(3.43 )

RtX)follows from the condition at z=lX}where g must be zero. Hence, by ap

plication of (3.33) it follows that R2 = -a'. The ordinate ~ is still

not known, however. The boundary value problem (3.42)-(3.43) with a free

boundary can be reduced to a boundary value problem with a fixed boundary

(Stoer and Bulirsch, 1980). Such problems can be solved by a shooting

method. An attempt to solve the boundary value problem (3.40)-(3.41)

with shooting method based on explicit fifth order Runge-Kutta integra

tion, with fixed stepsize, was undertaken. The results however remained

inconclusive. Possibly the (in)-stability of the explicit Runge-Kutta

method is the source of trouble. Therefore it is suggested that the

boundary value problem (3.42), (3.43) be solved by direct discretisa

tion, followed by iterative solution (e.g. by systematic over relaxa

tion) of the resulting (large) system of non-linear algebraic equations.

111.8 Discussion.

The theory as presented in this chapter suggests that it is possible to

find an "exact" solution to the equation (3.1). This solution would only

be valid for low tipspeedratios as follows from both (3.3) and paragraph

six. The solution is exact in the sense that it is an analytical solu

tion. It is not exact in the sense that if a solution to the complete ~

problem, including singular forces 1n the discregion.

It is still very unclear how the theory of this chapter should

be interpreted. One interpretation is that a parabolic swirl distri-',

Dution in the farwake must lead to a circular wake with boundary R=1

everywhere. The axial velocity equals the undisturbed velocity and the

radial velocity is zero everywhere. The only effect of the actuatordisc

is to add a tangential velocity component to the stream. The resulting
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centifugal force precisely cancels the radial pressure gradient and the

flow is in equi/librium.throughout the wake. The actuatordisc sustains
a Jumnno pressure jump, but only ~n the Bernoulli-constant. In terms of the

variables a, a 1 and R(z) this would mean:

a. ; J • a ':- -I . Rc l) '= / •

" I'

(3.44 )

The solutions of paragraph six and seven reduce to the rather trivial

case of a wake that is in "rigid body" rotation. Trivial though this

would be, it would also be an exact solution to (3.1). Exact in both e

senses; since the equation (3.1) holds on the actuatordisc in this case.

On the other hand it is possible to argue that a parabolic swirl

does not automatically lead to a circular wake. In that case the theory

here presented might serve as a starting point for a simplified solution

of equation (3.1).
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The Cat only grinned when it saw Alice. It looked good
natured, she thought: still it had very long claws and a
great many teeth, so she felt that it ought to be treated
with respect.
"Cheshire Puss," she began, rather timidly, as she did not
at all know whether it would like the name: however, it only
grinned a little wider. "Come, it's pleased so far," thought
Alice, and she went on. "Would you tell me, please, which
way I ought to go from here?"
"That depends a good deal on where you want to get to,"
said the Cat.
I don't much care where---" said Alice.
Then it doesn't matter which way you go" said the Cat.

Lewis Carroll: "Alice in Wonderland'.'.

IV.1 Introduction.

The preceding chapter dealt with special limiting cases where the

equation (3.1) reduces to a simpler form. In this chapter we shall in

troduce an iterative method, which is due to Wu. This iterative method

is powerful enough to attack the full non-linear problem (3.1) in all

its generality. We postpone a comparison with other theories and with

the result of chapter three until (numerical) results have been obtain

ed. This because each successive step in an iterative scheme is, by it

self, wrong. Only a sequence of iterative steps will, upon examining the

convergence behaviour and on comparing to known solutions, tell something

about the validity of the iterative approach.

IV.2 Reduction to an integral equation.

The non-dimensional fundamental ~quation is, in circular cylinder coor

dinates:

(4.1)

where 1} is the Heaviside-unit-stepfunction and R(z) is the explicit so

lution of (2.23) for the bounding streamline. Introducing the pertur

bation function g(r,z):

(4.2)

We find upon substitution an equation for g:
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(4.3)

where the differential operator L is linear, hermitian and of elliptic

type:

(4.4)

The boundary conditions for g at infintiy are homogeneous.

We proceed by finding the function of Green of the operator L. The

(4.5)

(4.4)

A solution to (4.4) may be

found by taking the Hankel transform to(4.4) and solving the resulting

ordinary differential equation in z. This is explained in the appendix

two (Appendix II, A.2) and the result is:
00t( r,p; 1, J)" _i}-Iz-Sltjrtf)]A--tjd:t

£)

or alternatively by application of (A3.7): ?

C -I Itt ( (Z-f) f(r-f/)lr,Pi Z/r)~ .R-7f-~-/- l7>k J f :/1' / (4.6)

Green function G(r 'fi Z,;) satisfies:

L1~ O(r-r)6(Y--rJ
where b denotes the Dirac deltafunction.

where ~ is a legendre function of the second kind of order!.

With the help of the Greenfunction,.the fundamentalequation (4.1)

can be transformed into an integralequation:
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In a purely formal way it is easily shown that (4.7) is equivalent to

(4.3), By applying the differential operator L to both sides of (4.7)

we retrieve (4.3), because of the properties of the deltafunction.

Dealing with the integral equation in (4.7) has several advantages

above the differential formulation of equation (4.3). Chief among the

advantages are: the solution 6f the equation (4.4) is contained in the

integral equation, we need not worry about the values of the various

partial differentials at the wake boundary and, more importantly, an

integralequation can be solved by iterative methods (Arfken, 1970).

The integralequation (4.7) is a Fredholm-equation. The kernel G

(i.e. the Greenfunction) is symmetric and continuous in all its argu

ments. It is also discontinuous in~its first derivatives with respect to

pand .5 ' non degenerate (i. e. if cannot be separated in a form like

G1(r,z)G2(f,j» and it has a logaritmic singularity ase-"r(rIO) and

z-~1. The usual way to solve this type of equations, due to Von Neumann,

is to approximate the unknown function <1(9) in our case)bY a power

series. Next the solution is developed in a power series and this series

is once more substituted into the equation. The process is succesively

repeated ad infinitum • This is explained in the remaining paragraphs

of this chapter.

IV.3 First order approximation.

The first order approximation 1S derived from the known zero th order

solution, i. e. an undistarbed stream with a "wake boundary" R(z) =1 and

streamfunction ~ =~ r 2 • Since the unknown function f in (4.7) is a func

tion of fI', we expand P in powers of the undisturbed streamfunction ~:

AI AI
ftr)" L(h, (f)'n - L~

m=O '1]::0

(4.8)

Substitution of (4.8) into the righthand side of (4.3) gives:
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,eA!-1

- ~ (tf<o-)-r) HCl) I ~(!i)'n
~=o

(4.9)

(4.10)

where the coefficients can be straight forwardly expressed in the coef

ficients a :
n

tY1-
61\'1 <; L fin aw, C"'H 1-.....

1"Yl ~ 0

where tk=~ for k=0,2,3,4, •••• N and where c 1=a 1+2A.

On substitution of (4.9) and (4.5) into (4.7) we find a first order

result gl (r ,z):

tlr'-J ;00 00

~,(tj z)= {~b", c) 0{rtJaf(JJ'}(!fj0y;/~C::1l'

·1~-/ .-f1itfj')dj' ()
_00

The last integral in (4.11) can be evaluated:

(4. 12)

Thus we find:

where the Heaviside unit stepfunctions have been omitted and the upper

and lower bounds of the integrals accordingly adapted.
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Equation (4.13} is the main result of this paragraph. Velocity

components and values of Ih(or g ) at special points may be obtainedr; 1
from (4.13).

IV3.1 The streamfunction at z~±OO and z=O.

It follows without any further computation that:

9Ie r, - 00 ) == 0

~J (rl <:1:» ~ 2,SI{ r, 0)

(4.14)

(4.15)

The second result (4.15) is analogous to a classical result of the axial

momentum theory, which states that the axial velocity at the discplane

is the average of the velocities far in front and far behind the disc.

We retrieve this result,rbecause we have chosen, to zero th order, a

cylindrical wake. It is important to note that (4.15) remains true

whatever the distribution of circulation, i.e. the coefficents b may
n

be.

The

(4.16)

(4; 17)

[01' r <I

with the help of (A3.8), the innermost integral overt can be splitted

up into two elementary integrals. The result is:
2J1-1
'), _~ &, ( r,2l11)

~ ,(r,O):, r L,z 8Jtl J- 17-1'

"'Y\ ~O

~N-I

, \ -on b~
9,(r,O)::-ltr L 2 :b'nf2

I'h =0
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IV3.2 Expressions for the radial velocity.

The radial velocity can be obtained by straight forward differentation

of the first order perturbed streamfunction (4.13):

\t (rz) __1- O$'(~1)__ &_
J J - r Z - 02-

" -i~-"b., f';ZIt;rroJrOrdft~-n~4'18)
"Yl=o Jt: 1)

With the he~p of formula (A3.7) this can be expressed in terms of an

integral over a legendrefunction of the second kind:

The radial velocities at z-'±oo are seen to be.zero, by application of

(4.18) :

V, (r,oo) ~ VI ( Yj - (0) = 0

The radial velocity in the discplane z=O

express the legendrefunction Q! in terms

of the first and second kinds:

1S computed from (4.19). We re

of complete elleptic integrals

(4.21)

Thus:
iY-/

VI (fj lJ)~ -;VFl~"b~
~;;'O V

,

(4.22)

where K and E denote the first res ectively second kind complete ellep

tic integrals of argument 1/- frp)'lttrr
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IV3.3 Expressions for the axial velocity.

The general result for the axial velocity ~l(r,z) is considerably more

complicated than everything we have encountered up to now. The general

result follows from:

(4.23)

In contrast the'special values u
1
(r,-oo), u

1
(r,+oo) and u 1(r,O) are

readily obtained from (4.14), (4.15) and (4.17):

(4.24)

(4.25)

Formula (4.25) shows that the axial velocity far behind the discplane is

expressable in the velocity at the discplane:

(4.26)

(4.27)

!6rr< ,

where a1(r,O) is computed from (4.17):

We shall not derive the general expression for the axial velocity.

IV3.4 The bounding streamtube.

The bounding streamtube, i.e. the streamtube that passes through the

edge of the actuatordisc, separates the wake from the undisturbed flow.

To zero th order the bounding streamtube is just the half infinite circu-
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ITERATIVE SOLUTIONS.

lar cylinder r=1, ~'O (r=R in dimensional coordinates). To first order

the bounding streamtube may be inferred from conservation of massflow

(2.23):

{tj( f«Z~ z) = 0(1,0)
The equation (4.28) is an implicit function of R

1
(z). Solving R,(z)

from this equation is in view of the complicated expression for ~1(4.13)

practically impossible. Nevertheless we need to know the boundingstream

tube, since the first order wake boundary is an upperbound of integra

tion in the second iteration. Hence, as will be shown in the next

paragraph, an approximation is used. The approximation uses as parame

tersthe radius of the bounding streamtube in the far wake and the slope

of the bounding streamtube at the discedge. Both quantities may be

calculated from first order theory, as will now be shown.

Using the definition of the perturbation .function (4.2), we have

from massf~ow conservation (4.28):

i 1<YZ) -I }((Z) CJ(~(2)1Z)~ i of I(~()J

Thus. by invokinR the limit x~-OO we derive with the help of (4.14):

(4.30)

In the same way, taking the limit x~iOO Rives, with the aid of (4.15):

(4.31)

For a decelerating actuatordisc, i.e. a windturbine, we must have

R(-OO ) <1 and R(+o\> »)1 (in non-dimensional quantities) Consequently,

use of (4.17) gives:

(4.32)

and:
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2)1-/

f).t+d<l)= / - j 2!:-~
I'YJ ::.0

(4.33)

Note that R(+OO) and R(-OO) are mirrorpoints with respect to the disc-

edge r=l,·X=O as they should be, because of the symmetryin the axial

coordinate of the radial velocities (see (4.19». This is, by the way,

the first instance where the theory for decelarating actuatordiscs sub

stantially differs from the theory foracceleratingdiscs For an accelerat

ing actuatordisc, where the far wake is completely and to every order. con

tained in the zero th order wake the mirrorpoint property of (4.32) and

(4.33) does'nt hold. This is easily checked by using (4.29), (4.30) and

(4.17) with R(-~ )~1 and R(+OO)(l. The slope of the bounding streamtube

at the edge of the disc, Ji1' is just the ratio of the radial to the

axial velocities at the discedge:

(4.34)

where v 1(1,0) can be calculated either from (4.19) or from (4.22).

IV.4 Second order approximation.

The second order results are expected to be accurate enough to elucidate

the complicated flow around an actuatordisc. Therefore we shall treat

the second order theory more extensively than Wu (Wu, 1962),.to whom it

is due. Moreover Wu treated the problem for an accelarating actuatordisc,

i.e. a disc which wake boundary lies completely within the domain

the first order results were obtained (0~r~1). For a decelarating actuat

~rdisc, this is not so and i~ will be shown that the results become

more complicated.
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IV4.1 Determination of the circulation.

The approachof paragraph three is repeated. We express the circulation

fr., in a power series in the streamfunction

H,

f'; (r, z) =LGIl1 Cf,11(r, 1.)
'11=0

The coefficients c can be determined from the condition that the circu
n

lation distribution in the actuatordisc is to match the circulation that

was assumed in (4.8):

(4.35)

(4.37)

Now the n th power of streamfunction~, is:

by application of the binomial theorem. We now assume that a first order

approximation to (4.36) is sufficiently accurate, i.e. we truncate the

binomialseries after the term linear in g1:

YJ 'l1 ~ (~'Lr [ J + -!:F 1,(Y"/ ZJj
To first order in g1 we have for the circulation:

lv,

~(r,2)= lJf)?1[u ~9,{V,liJ
11::'0

(4.38)

Proceeding in exactly the same way we find for the derivative of if
with respect to {tj :
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(4.39)

Now we are in a position to calculate the righthandside of (4.3); to

second order:

(4.40)

By adding the term in Ato P" splitting the s'eries (4.38) and (4.39) in

to parts with and parts without g, and multiplying the four series we ~

arrive at:

~kJ-1 2. 1')

~(f?l(1) -I) ~(L)2./£~ i ; ~I k.,)(~ )
I'Y\::O

2where terms of the order of gl ' have been ommitted and where:

(4.41)

III "n

K.., ::LIl1C,ll1-1MI)C* 1111/ +2(g,d>.6h1)fn-m)fn-(}::4~;('11-?rtf I

th'\ =0 tn1 =0 .

and:

.21

-E.., :: LC9't1+1. >.. 6tn ,)(11-1'>1 t1) C-n --.,., t I

/)')1=0

(4.42)

In (4.42) and (4.43) &denotes a Kronecker-delta

IV4.2 The streamfunction.

It was shown in paragraph two that the differential equation of which

(4.40) is the righthandside can be reduced to an integral equation. By

substitution of (4.40) into the integral equation we get:
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~!L. ' r; j?,(j') 00

11.(r, 2)= +lk~0(r')cUfrLff!1Z-fiJ4, (4.44)

where we have used the Greenfunction (4.5) and where the Heaviside-

unitstepfunctions. are taken into account by changing the upper and lower

bounds of the integrals. The function fn(j',jf) is a shorthand notation

for:

Jill (f,J): If'h -/ ~ K11~' ((J,j)](f) n

The problem is that the integrals in (4.44) cannot easily be computed,

due to the known, but complicated first order result for the wake boun

dary Rl (J ). The wake boundary is known,·since it is the streamline pas

sing through the edge of the disc. It is however practically impossible

to calculate an explicit expression for Rl (1). Hence we shall use an

approximation in which first order results for the slope of the bounding

streamline at the discedge and for the far wake radius are used:

(4.46)

(4.47)

wnere Bl is the radius of the far wake (B,)1) and where~1='~J(1-B1)'
with ¥, the slope of the bounding streamtube at the discedge. By inver

sion of (4.46) it becomes possible to reverse the order of integration

in (4.44), such that the integration over can be done, explicitly.

Omitting the sum and the t-integration in (4.44) we have:

r: J1l(f)
j dJ af e- /Z -J/

tJ0L)~ (f, J)
o 0

~hich must be evaluated. Splitting the integration over ('into apart

from 0 tol and a part from 1 to B1 we arrive at (see fig. on next page):

[1~('J:S +itj;J }[JZ-JJ7r/)4tr~})B)
o --1- I!Jj!.- 81 ~

./''1 v1./_~J
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The jr-integration has come into reach of hand computation. The func

tion gl(r,}O, however suffers the same disease as the wake boundary R1;

it is too complicated. Hence we approximate:

9,Cr,z.):. ~ I (1',0) (Q - e- v, l) for ~O (4.49)

where v 1=1/1I g1(r,0). This asymptotic formula assumes the correct value

for z=O and z=OO, furthermore it gives the correct slope of the bounding

streamline. It does not give the correct values for the velocities, how

ever. Now with (4.49) there are four;;-integrals '~o be evaluated:

(4.51)

(4.52)

(4.53)

(4.50)~-/Z-J/td
Z=j e f

" 001 d -/Z-5ItI _ ~ . .e
l.~~/~)

AI \':"1-8,)

I r::
d

- ~f -/z-fIt
..L3 "J U- Je -e

~ 00

I't =1 dj'. [~:f[/Z-f/t
;;tt!.(/f:i)

The evaluation of the integrals is straight forward, tedious though it

may be. Only the results are given:

lOr Z(O

(4.54)

e;t(0-1t) if, fo} Z(0

Ji (4.55)::

2- _ e-u(p'-81~' hr z7/~t 6- 1-4
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0-
for Z <- 0

-lOy 2//0

(4.56)

Referring to the original integral equation (4.44) we can rewrite this

Equation (4.58) is the main result of this paragraph; together with the

integrals 1
1

though 14 it provides insight into the behaviour of the ~:

streamfunction at z=± "V and z=O. It is still a complicated task though,

which we shall deal with in subsequent sections.

IV4.3 The streamfunction at z=±ClQ •

Looking at the integrals 1
1

through 14 we note that for z~-aD:

fOr z-~ - CP

(4.59)

therefore, without any further computation it follows that far upstream
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the presence oE an actuatordisc is not felt:

~l(r,-oo)=-o (4.60)

At the po~nt z=too, we only get those parts that are evaluated inside

the zero th order wake (i.e. the cylinder R=1):

(4.60

By substitution into the main result (4.58) and rearranging we have:

The last integral in (4.55) was evaluated in paragraph 3.1 with the

help of (A3.8):

00 fltf) IdJ-O(V~f

!J/rlX~00~ >= ! I(a) k oct/I- (4.63)

Now look at the interval 0!r(B
1

; we substitute into (4.62) and split

the integtal over(' into two parts:

t2~-,! (r 2~
9J (r,oo)= +11 ~(~ 1k.,j,0oJ)tf} 'f{f!:~~~)f-

I-f~ I!L k11 ~I ~/oJ)6) f{-J)d()
r f J
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Thus it is seen that g2 (t?B"OO) =g2 (B 1,oO), since for r>B, it is always

true that r)'i' This is reassuring and it helps to reduce the computa

tional work.

Here we have arrived at a second point where the theory fordecelara

ing actuatordisc is more complicated than it is for accelarati~gdiscs.

The first point, by the way/(we passed it unnoticed» was in evaluating

the integrals in formula' (4.54) through (4.57).

In evaluating (4.64) we have to bear in mind that r, although fix

ed during integration, is a variable that mayor may not be larger than

one. Since g, changes shape at r=l, according to (4.20), the evaluation

of (4.64) is complicated: This complication does not occur for B1<1,

i.e. accelaratlngactuatordisc, since in that case the integration va-.

riable Pis contained to the region 0"~B1<1.

We proceed by evaluating (4.64). In all eight integrals are to be

comp~t;~·t/:~T:±t23_~[fr(J
D

4df '1~Cf') +
lY\=o 8

+2k~(1!tjdlijivcr 'lls;) try-v
o I r (4.65)

+t k~([~jdf'l~l er I j~~rf') 1,(I-I'd

where the Heaviside-unitstep-functions have been used to denote which

part has to be added if r ~1 •

The integrands i, through i a are:

. L ~?'HI
-{I - rj

. 211-1
l~ == rr

(4.66)

(4.67)
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(4.68)

(4.69)

(4.70)

(4.71)

(4.72)

(4.73)

The integrations are readily performed,. The result is, after substi-;

tution into (4.65) and rearra~g: [<It) .(/11J
Q2(roo)=+.l )~-~e. t' ~ _ r 1-
6 I 8 L:.. 11 /)J{rnlJ}

/71=0 '?1

-}- fOr r) J :
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The result in (4.74) holds for both r<B 1 and r)B 1 as is seen from (4.64),

~e substitute r=B 1 in (4.74) to get g2(r)B1,OQ). The axial velocities

follow by differentiation, which can be done term by term. Since this

would mean, in essence, copying (4.74) we omit the complete result:

(4.75)

IV4.4 The streamfunction at z=O.

The streamfunction g2(r,O) follows from the general result (4.58). Look

ing at the integrals 1 1 through 14 «4.54)-(4.57» it is seen that:

which holds for z =0. By substitution of (4.7.6) into (4.51) we arrive at:
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(4.77)

The integrals in (4.77) must be evaluated numerically. In (4.77) we

used a result for g2(r,CO):

Numerical results of first order calculations are presented in the

next chapte....

IV.5 Discussion.

The method of ilerative solutions is powerful enough to solve the full
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non linear problem (4.1). The first order results, however, are too

complicated for direct use in the second order approximations. Conse

quently we had to approximate the wake boundary R1(z) by (4.47), and the

streamfunction gl(r,z) by (4.49). Whether those approximations are suf

ficiently accurate remains to be seen.

Especially the failure of the asymptotic approximation (4.49) for

the streamfunction to produce the correct values of the velocities at ltttXJ..,
z#a, r=l; is a possible cause of systematic errors. Furthermore it is ,

not a priori clear that gl (r,x) is small compared to Pg(r,x) and there-

fore the basis upon which the trQhcation of the binomial series (4.36)

rests is rather weak. All in all we conclude that the need for numerical

results of first order calculations is urgent.
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CHAPTER V. NUMERICAL RESULTS.

The purpose,of computing is insight, not numbers.
R.W. Hamming, 1973.

V.l Introduction.

Chapter four was concerned with solving the fundamental equation of

rotatingflow'around an actuatordisc. In this chapter we present some

results of first order calculations. This chapter consists of three

paragraphs. The first two deal with details of the calculation; the

implementation of the first-order-theory of chapter four on the

Burroughs B7900 computer is explained. The third paragraph discusses the

results.

V.2 The swirl distribution and the righthand side.

The startingpoint for the first order calculations is equation (4.8);

a polynomial approximation for the reduced swirl t in the actuatordisc

region. A swirl distribution f'"(r) was chosen that resembles the "real"

swirl distribution of a real rotorblade. The figure on the next page

shows calculations of the spanwise circulation distribution of the 25m

HAT in Petten (taken from: Van Bussel and Van Kuik, 1985). We choose a

swirl distribution calculated from (3.2):

F" 2.f .2 r~A ft t 2 r~DJ> =- 0 (5.1)

Solving for iTwe have:

f1er)" _).. r'(I - Y/- :l.Dp/r">..'I. ') (5.2)

where the minus sign in front of the square root was chosen to keep

the result positive for negative.op. The pressure jump bp is allways

negative in the windmill case. We require of the swirl distribution that

it is zero at the hub r=O and zero at tip of the blades r=l, with zero

first derivative at the tip. By choosing for the pressure jump:

(5.3)

These requirements are fulfilled. The pressure jump formula was devised

by··Madsen (Madsen, 1983), for use in an actuator culinder model. From

(5.3) the axial drag coefficient Cd may be calculated by averaging
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over r. The result is simply CD= 1- m:2 . 2

Formula (5.2) is approximated by a polynomial in fh :

(5.4)

The coefficients are ordered in a decreasing sequence; so that the low

est numbered coefficient belongs to the highest power inf~. The coeffi

cients at-n are found by a stepwise regression procedure according to

Efroymson's algorithm (Draper and Smith, 1966). The stepwise regression
.--

procedure calculates the coefficients using the least squares criterium.

The Efroymsn'salgorithm ensures that the procedure is never terminated,

because of dependent "observables" (Le. the powers (,..~),,). For this

purpose it uses statistical testing methods. An epsilontest ([-test) is

used for determining the depandancy of the model and an F-test is used

for determining those coefficients that contribute significantlyto:ex

plaining variances between the polynomial model function and the real

~(r) in (5.4). The parameters of the two tests were set to:

(5.5)

Every coefficient a. that does not "explain" enough variance, with F min
l.

as cri terion, is set to zero by the procedure.

The righthand side of the equation (4.1) is calculated by computing

the coefficients b in (4.10). The multiplication of the finite series

for t and its derivative with respect to $t'(i. e. r~) is performed by

procedures supplied by the manufacturer of the computer. These proce

dures require that the lowest numbered coefficient belongs to the high

est power, which is why the coefficients a. in (5.4) are ordered in a
l.

decreasing sequence.

V.3 Computation of the radial velocity and the streamfunction.

The radial velocities and the streamfunction are computed on a rectan

gular mesh of latticepoints. The number of meshpoints can be freely chos

en. The mesh is built up between z=-3; r=O and z=7; r=3,5. In each mesh-
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point the radial velocity is computed by means of (4.18):

2JY-1 /
V. (n)= -I -'lb., !rfl.j"rY,.JI+ z t.,(rI')~d/>(5.6)

J I 27f rr:L ~ (" 2 2 l j fl '1' II.-r
l1~O

Since Qi(1) is sin~lar, the mesh is generated such that z can never be-

come zero. The integration over (' in (5.6) is performed through the

Simpson algorithm. The Simpson-rule uses three function values per in

cremental integration step. Hence the calculation of the radial velo

city at each meshpoint requires 3n(2N-1)m evaluations of the integrand

in (5.6), where n is the number of Simpson ~teps, and m the number of

meshpoints. Thus it is important to minimise the required number of

steps at a certain ascura~y The convergence behaviour of the ~-inte

gration in (5.6) was investigated separately in order to find the mini

mum number of integration steps required for a certain required accuracy.

For mestpoints -j~r~,; O'~3,5 , 32 integration steps is the minimum

requirement for two digit accuracy in floating point format, while 64

integration integration steps are required for three digit accuracy,

both for values of N up to 5.

The streamfunction is calculated through integration of the radial

(5.7)

velocity:

_rj~(l'jf)df
Z/

where z1 and z2 are meshpoints. The integrand in (5.7) is approximated

by a linear interpolation function on the meshpoints. The integral can be

evaluated, the result being:

Finally contourlines of the function ~(r,L) are computed by a routine

provided by the computing centre of EDT. This routine uses linear inter

polation on a triangular mesh. Because of the linearisation in calculat-
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ing contourlines we have not attempted to calculate the streamfunction,

moreaccuratlyby using higher order, e.g. quadratic, interpolation.

V.4 Results and discussion.

computational results are presented in four ~asically different graphic

al formats. We shall discuss a testcase, i.e. a heavily loaded fastrun

ner, and thereby explain the graphical output. Other rotorstates have

been computed too, and the results are included, but they will not be '

discussed in detail.

Page 60 . shows two graphs, the upper graph is the reduced swirl

distribution in radial direction. The solid line is the exact curve as

compu~ed by application of (5.2) and (5.3). The parameters for this case,

e.g.X =8 and m=10 (CD"O~83), ate shown. The dotted 1chne is a polynomial

approximation with 5 terms (NA=5) in r 2 /2, calculated by a stepwise re

gression procedure as was exp~ained in paragraph two. It can be seen

that this circulation aistriLution resembles the distribution of the 25m

HAT rotorblades (see paragraph two, pageSla). The lower graph is the

righthand side of equation (4.3), i.e. (4.9):

(5.9)

Here a fundamental flaw in the theory becomes clear, i.e. the inability

to model the circulation at the edge of the actuatordisc. The flaw is

twofold, one being associated with the regression procedure that finds

the coefficients, the other being more fundamental. In the lower graph

it is seen that the approximation of the righthand side rises to in

finity as r-~l. It was expected that for r=1 the righthand side would

become zero, since it is linear ind~dt and we have chosen the theore

iical distribution of ~ (5.2), (5.3) with zero first derivative at r=1.

The first flaw is that the regression procedure is not capable of forc

ing the righthand side to zero at r=1. To be more specific; the proce

dure here used puts more weight to the fulfillment of the least squares

criterion than it does to a specific fit in a certain point (in this
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case; the tip). This is seen ~n the upper graph where at r=l both

and its first derivative are not zero.

This first flaw is easily removed, e.g. be chosing a different

kind of regression precedure.

The second flaw is that the power series in (5.9) is not necessarily

uniform convergent in O~r~l. Let us write the power series as:

00

f()l) = L
"h=O

An extended version of Abel's theorem says that the power series in

(5.10) is uniformly convergent in O(r~l with sum f(x) if, and only if,

the series of coefficients~h~converges.The series of coefficients

converges if:

a,21}')Uh""
aJIl1/1~

-1
1.

(5.11)

where L is a real and finite number (d'Alembert's condition). Thus by

(5.11) it is seen that the ratio of the two highest coefficients in the

power series (5.10) determine the uniform convergence. Now, the steeper

the slope of ~(r) in the vicinity of r=l the higher the coefficients

of large"powers in (5.10) must be. Consequently the limit in (5.11) is

likely to diverge.

In our case we can be sure of divergence, since the regression pro

cedure here used will set the second highest coefficient to zero to fore

stall dependancy of the model function. Never mind the number of terms

we add to our polynomial model the difference between the two highest

coefficients will be large and it will become larger as we add more

terms.

On page 61 a map of the radial velocities at seven radii is

given. The ordinate is the axial distance from the actuatordisc. The

disc is located at z=O. The different radii are marked by different

symbols, as is explained in the legenda. The marker type multiplied by

0.5 gives the radial distance. Thus the radial velocity at the axis,

which is zero everywhere, is marked by small squares, while the radial
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Velocity at r=l is marked by small triangles. The graphs show that the

radial velocity is symmetric with respect to the plane z=O. This is

clear from inspection of (5.7), the formula for the radial velocity be

ing even in z. The same page shows another graph of the same radial velo

cities. Here the axial distance between adjacent mesh points is five

times smaller than in the preceding case. The subsequent page shows

the results of calculations of radial velocities on a mesh of 700 lat

tice points. The upper graph, where the axial distance between adjacent

mesh points is now 0.1, does not give any new information. The lower

graph, however does. Here the radial velocity was calculated at fourteen

radii, twice the number of all preceding graphs. Again the different

radii are denoted by different markers. Multiplication of the marker

type number with 0.25 gives the radial distance. Supprisingly enough

there is one point (z=O, r=0.25) where the radial velocity is negative,

i.e. directed inward to the axis. Upon inspection of the righthand side,

which is equal to -r~. we see that for r(0.5 -rW.is negative and thus

~+is positive. Apparently the combined effect of the strong vortex

rings near the tip (r=l) does not offset the effect of the vortexrings

near the axis. Hence it seems to be possible to extract energy from the

f~ow and still have contraction of the flow near the axis.

The main results of the computational work are presented as either

streamline diagrams or induced streamline diagrams. The next pages (fl3-68)

show, in essence the same streamline pattern. All twelve graphs are

results for A=8, m= 10 (CD=0.83). The differences between the graphs are

in the mesh size and the flow regime.

The first streamline diagram shows the outer flow, around the ac

tuatordisc. The disc itself and the zero th order wake are drawn too.

Twenty steamlines are visible. The distance between adjacent streamlin

es, measured in dimension less units of~ , is 0,3. The streamline at

the axis has the value ~=O, whereas the outermost streamline has the

value 5,7. The streamline withJt=O should, theoretically, lyon the

axis. It branches off the axis, however, near z=1. This indicates back

flow in the wake. The second streamline pattern shows the results when

a mesh of 350 points is used, while the third shows streamlines comput·

ed on a mesh of 700 points. Upon decreasing the radial distance from
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0.5 to 0.25 a new feature of the wake flow becomes clear. The fourth .

streamline pattern shows that the ~ =0 stream is completely detached

from the axis. This is consistent with the observed negative radial ve

locity, since negative radial velocities deflect the streamlines toward

the axis. Apparently there is a region rn the wake where the velocities

are (nearly)zero. Possibly this is due to the high load (i.e. the high

CD or m).

The next four graphs show the inner disc flow. The distance between

streamlines was decreased to 0.06. Sixstreamlines are visible, the~=O

streamline being the innermost and It' =0.3 streamline being the outermost.

We observe the same smoothening of the flow pattern as the mesh size in

creases. Further more the boundingstreamline is visible, this streamline

passes strough the edge of the disc and has the value~=0.24. Again upon

decreasing the distance between radial mesh points by a factor two, we

observe a detachment of the ~=O streamline from the axis and a forma-;

tion of a "dead-water" region.

On subtracting the Undisturbed stream from the flow diagrams we ar

rive at an induced flow, i.e. the effect of the disc upon the air with

out wind. This induced flow is shown in four diagrams. The distance be

tween adjacent streamlines is now -0.05. Values of ~are in the range

0~~~-1. It is seen from the induced flow diagrams that the disc sucks

air from infinity through the wake channel D<r<1 and pushes it to in

finity (against an oncoming main wind flow). The induced flow diagrams

clearly show the error made by the first order approximation. Some

streamlines of the induced flow leave the wake before they have passed

the disc itself.

Further more the effect of increasing the number of mesh points is

clearly visible. Again two meshes of 700 latticepoints were used. The

first with a radial distance of 0.5 between latticepoints, the second

with radial distance 0.25.

V4.1 More results.

Having explained the format of the graphical output we present several
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other cases in less detail. Pages 69 through 77 show results of first

order computations on a~=l m=10 (Co=0.83) disc.

Again the model breaks down at the tip (r=l) as is visible in the

spanwise distribution of fr .
Again too, we have a positive ~for r<0.8 and consequently nega

tive radial velocities are expected. The four graphs of the radial velo

cities show that this is indeed the case. The four streamline~patterns

of the inner flow (where ~=0.06) clearly s90W the contraction of the

innermost streamlines. No "dead-water" region is visible however.

All streamline patterns are drawn with the same spacing between

streamlines and the same upper and lower ~va1ues as in the correspon

ding cases for A=8; m=lO, which were discussed in full detail in the

preceding section.

Results of calculations on A=8,~ =1 with m=3(Co=0.6) are also in

cluded in this section. For these cases the number of meshpoints was al

ways equal to 350, with 7 radii and 50 axial divisions. Consequently the

effect of streamtube contraction is not visible, since the radial spac~

ing is too large.

Results of calculations on a variety of tip speed ratios, most with

m=5(Co=0.71) and 70 meshpoints, are included in Appendix IV. Although 70

meshpoints is far too less for abtaining reliable streamline diagrams,

the results are included. This because it was felt that the graphs of

the circulation distribution, azimuthal voricity and radial velocities

do indicate the overall behaviour of the streampattern.

V.5 Discussion.

The numerical results indicate streamtube contraction near the axis,

while simultaneously the Bernoulli constant decreases. This effect was

not previously recognized. The contraction occurs as a result of posi

tive azimuthal vortexrings on the actuatordisc near the axis. The posi

tive azimuthal vorticity induces inward directed radial velocities. This

effect is not offset by the strong negative azimuthal vorticity near the

tip. More numerical results are needed to obtain complete insight in the'

behaviour of the flow in the wake. Especially the formation of a "dead-
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water" region is interesting and deserves more study.

The second order theory of chapter four uses several parameters /

which may be obtained from first order calculations. The asymptotic

wake boundary radii as well as the slope of the bounding streamtube at

the discedge may be obtained from the results. Since no second order

calculations are planned as yet, these parameters were not computed.

The numerical algoritm can be improved in several ways. At three

stages improving the algorithm is certainly necessary. First the regres

sion procedure that calculates a polynomial fit to the circulation dis

tribution must be altered. The new regression procedure must at least

force the fit vo zero at the tip (r=1), as was discussed in para-

graph one.

Secondly the mesh generation can be improved. Presently too many

points are taken in regions where no appreciablenchanges in the flow

pattern occur. Indreasing the meshpoint density near the actuatordisc

while at the same time decreasing the overall meshpoint density might

improve the accuracy and convergence behaviour without requiring more

processor time.

A third point where the efficiency of the algoritm can be improved

is in the calculation of the radial velocities by (5.6). Presently the

integrand is evaluated for every meshpoint 3m(2N-1) times, where m is t

the number of Simpson integration steps. By calculating the legendre

function once for every value of its argument only 3m evaluations of Qi
would be necessary. This would decrease the number of function calls by ~

factor 2N-1.
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A.l The Bernoulli constant.

Consider a circular vortexsheet of radius- R and thickness e« R. The vor

texsheet is attached to the actuatordisc. Consequently this vortexsheet

is capabl~ of sustaining both a pressure jump and a jump in the Bernoulli

constant. We are interested in a relation between the pressure jump, the

Bernoulli jump and the circulation. Such a relation is given by, among

others, Thwaitee (Thwaites, 1960) and de Vries (de Vries, 1979). In a

fixed reference frame attached to the earth the result is found to be:

(A1.1)

where we have used dimensional quantities and where the indices 1 and 2

denote points on opposite sides of the actuatordisc vortexsheet at the

same distance from the axis.

Since we started our discussion ~n chapter one with an actuatordisc

covered with a forcefield, we must show that equation (Al.1) is valid

for this kind of sheet. Bear in mind that the forces are volume forces,

of dimension (N/m3 ). On the next page a sketch of the situation will be

found. The linepiece AC is the intersection of a streamtube with a meri

dional plene. We assume the linepiece AC to be straight, hence the axial

and radial velocities must be eonstant through the vortexsheet. Making

use of (1.17) and (1.18) we have:

(A1.2)

where the tangential force component f+ is by (1.15):

varw--yo- ar
(A 1.3)

The partial derivatives are now approximated by Taylor expansion:

().fl IIA-#p • cHI _ IIlI¥~at == e / ~- e 0(

dW Ow wc- .......8 (A1 .4)

W6- VR -- eytX-- / or() x - e
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Figure A1 Vortexsheet of actuatordisc
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APPENDIX 1.

Upon substitution of (A1.4) and (A1.3) into (A1.2) we have after rear~

ranging:

tl [ {-II.B- #11)f fx~ - Lv"13]=
$< [( lie -.JIfj) + w{w~- WIj)] f- It;'l (A1.5)

where the radial force component was assumed to be zero. Now define the

tangential velocity of the vortexsheet

Hence wi th \\4=0 and tgCl(; =v lu we have:

as:

(A1.6)

~- -lin + £if - -j ~2, = lie -II.B +
('

+i VB (£rC-Vs) of ;:~ e

By invoking the limit (-'0 in (A1.7) we arr,ive at:

(A1. 7)

(A1.8)

where:

(A 1. 9)

The righthand side of (A1.1) becomes zero, ,because it contains only

terms either linear int: or differences of quantities on the same side

of the vortexsheet. Thus we have arrived at an equation (A1.8), equiva

lent to (AL 1) •

A.2 ~e fundamental equation in the disc region.

In chapter two a fundamental equation (2.14) was derived, and it was

stated this equation had to be' modified to let it apply to the disc re

gion itself too. We now show which are the necessary modifications. 501-
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ving ~ from (2.5a) and (2.5b), we have, on adding the results:

(A 1.10)

Using (2.4) and (2.10) we arrive at:

(A1• 11 )

Hence with (2.11) and u
3

= ~~ we have:

(Al.12)

which is equivalent to (2.14) but for the force term on the righthand

side in (Al.12). Since these forces are zero everywhere, with the ex

ception of the disc region, equation (2.14) holds throughout the flow

field, but not in the disc region itself.

It can be shown that the force term is a force perpendicular to

the local streamtube.
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APPENDIX II: THE HANKELINTEGRAL TRANSFORM

AII.1 Definition.

We define the Hankel transform of a function by the following integral:

Jfv(~,.r(K»,=;;+ex) JJ Ch) dx (A2.1)

o
where JJeb) is a Bessel function of the first kind, of order iJ. A suf

ficient, possibly not necessary, condition for the integral in (A2.1)

to exist is:

(A2.2)

which follows from the asymptotic expansion of the Bessel function for

x~OO:

~(b) "Jlrtx' Cos(kx- ~ -f) (A2.3)

The HAnkel transfot'Ill has an inverse. Denoting the Hankel transform of a

function by a capital then:

tOt) ~ J'k. fj(k) Jv(l<x) dk
o

(A2.4)

The Hankel transform is just one of many possible integral transforms.

We shall not derive all the properties of the Hankel transform, but re

fer to the literature for further information (e.g. Tranter, 1966; . :

Titchmarsh,1948; Watson, 1962).

The Hankel transform finds its uses in reducing partial different

ial equations to ordinary differential equations. In axisymmetric pro

blems the operator J) frequently occurs; where ~ is:

(A2.S)
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Note that l)~:O is Bessels equation, which has two independant

solutions :fv'{f:1J and }(;(lA), where the latter is a Bessel function of

the second kind of orderV. By applying the Hankel transrorm (A2.1) to

l)~ , (A2.5) is reduced to an algebraic equation:

Jf,;{k/D1)= j:VjJ;(!<x)dx=
0.00 2. 0 ~ Jl

=)r~+ #!)J/laJd](j X(t'- X,),p(l,r)dx
o 0

By partial integration of the first integral (assuming that jf Or.H~

~_) 0 fo~ X-')oo) we arrive at:

(A2.6)

where the operatorj? has been removed.

AII.2 Derivation of the Green function (4.5).

Applying the Hankel transform H
1
(k, G) to (4.4), we arrive at:

(A2.7)

This is an ordinary differential equation for the transformed Green

function g , which has solutions:
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(A2.8)

The transformed Green function g must be continuous at Z =J:

(A2.9)

And by integrating (A2.7) aroundZ=1 we find a second equation for

constants c
1

and c
2

Thus by solving c
1

and c2 and combining the result we find:

(A2. 10)

J;{kpJ -/Z-flk
k .e (A2.11)

By direct application of the inversion formula, we derive for the Green

function:

(A2.12)
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-.-APPENDIX III: SOME INFINITE BESSEL FUNCTION. =-------
INTEGRALS.

Consider the general integrals:

.1.t ((l., b/)jt) ~frl.at.!p(&LJ}J/'1) IAI 'itt
(j

(A3 .1)

(A3.2)

(A3 .3)

Several special cases of these integrals occur in chapter four. The

general solution may be found in Watson's Treatise on the theory of

Bessel functions (Watson, 1962). We here copy his results and give some

special values as well. First we introduce the hypergeometric function

F(a, b; c; z):

00

T(a,hie;l): L
/)1-::0

where (d)/)\ is Pochhanuner' s symbol:

(A3 .4)

(A3 .5)

For real a, band c the series in (A3.4) converges on the interval

-/(1 <I ,provided that c-(a,.~)")I.

In this appendix only Pdenotes the gammafunction, instead of the

circulation.

The general intergrals (A3.1) through (A3.3) can be expressed in

terms of the hypergeometric function:
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(A3 .6)

(be) iJfCut-~tlJ ,
~ (CL, b/cJ~)~ . Ta:"~:lij/f£tlll)

.!F./,gMtJ A?'./tkl ,tll/" - tIJ. ~JSta, 11tl.Aet~'.L rc' .t / .t / / aJ/' jYC y-

O

where cu{ b~-I(' l-!ba:.o¥, and the result is valid for ~7U+1. JhO
and 1<t(a.:it b±lC))O. Two special values are:

J JO ( a It 62-1CJ
~ (a, hi C1 J, I) ~ 7J7ZC V>J-j .llx (A3 .7)

where 6\ is a Legendre function of the second kind, and:

The general integral (A3.2) may be expressed as:

Two special values are:

(A3. 10)

(A3 .11)
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where K and E are comfl~elli~tiC intergrals of the first and second

kinds, with argument hI a1ltL
•

(A3.12)

Special values of 13 are:

(A3.13)

(A3.14)

(A3.15)

(A3.16)
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APPENDIX IV. RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS.

This appendix present first order calculations for the following sets

of parameters:

NA M CD meshpoints

0.5 5 5 0.71 70

2 5 5. 0.71 70

2.5 5 3 0.60 70

2.5 5 6 0.75 70

4 5 5 0.71 70

The results are presented without comment, since it is felt that the

reader, after having read chapter V, is able to interpret the graphs

without help.
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APPENDIX V. LISTING OF COMPUTERPROGRAMME. ••=------
The program as presented 1n this listing is presently available on the

B7900 computer of the computingcentre of EUT. It is written in Burroughs

Extended Algol (BEA).

One program run will use either 75, 375 or 750 process seconds de

pending on the mesh size used.

The efficiency of the program can be improved in several ways. Pa

ragraph V.5 gives some suggestions.
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DISK/l
DATE & TIME PRINTED: TUESDAY, AUGUST 12, 1986 @22:32:58.

1000 BEGIN
1010
1020 %---------------- LIB R A R Y DEC L A RAT ION ----------------
1030
1040 $INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/DECLARATION ON APPL"
1050 $INCLUDE "PLOTTER/ALGOL/ALLPROCS ON APPL"
1060 $INCLUDE "STATLIB/ALGOL/DECLARATION ON APPL"
1070 $INCLUDE "STATLIB/ALGOL/STEPWISEREGRESSION ON APPL"
1080 $INCLUDE "NUMLIB/ALGOL/DECLARATION ON APPL"
1090 $INCLUDE "NUMLIB/ALGOL/SIMPSOM ON APPL"
1100 $INCLUDE "NUMLIB!ALGOL!LEGQNU2 ON APPL"
1110 $INCLUDE "NUMLIB!ALGOL/POLYDER ON APPL"
1120 $INCLUDE "NUMLIB!ALGOL/POLYMUL ON APPL"
1130
1140 %---------------- F I L ESP E C I F I CAT ION -----------------
1150
1160 FILE IN{KIND=REMOTE,MYUSE=IN,FILETYPE=7):
1170 FILE OUT{KIND=REMOTE,MYUSE=OUT,FILETYPE=7);
1180 FILE DISKl{KIND=DISK,PROTECTION=SAVE,FILETYPE=7):
1190 FILE DISK2(KIND=DISK,TITLE="DISKDATA.".MYUSE=IN,FILETYPE=7);
1200 FILE DISK3(KIND=PACK,PACKNAME="POOL." ,FILETYPE=7):
1210 FILE PLOTl{KIND=PENPLOTTERSMALL);
1220 FILE PLOT2(KIND=PREVIEWER):
1230 FILE PLOT3(KIND=PREVIEWER);
1240 FILE PRINT(KIND=PRINTER);
1250
1260 %---------------- PRO C E D U RED E C L A RAT ION ----------
1270
1280 REAL PROCEDURE FRHONZR(N,Z,R,RHO);
1290 REAL Z,R.RHO; INTEGER N;
1300 BEGIN REAL X; REAL ARRAY Q[O:O);
1310 X:=1+(Z*Z+(R-RHO)**2)!(2*R*RHO);
1320 LEGQNU2(Q.0.5.X.2); FRHONZR:=(RHO**2/2)**N*Q[0)!SQRT(RHO):
1330 END; % F RHO N Z R -------------------------------------------------
1340
1350 %------------------ I N T I A LIS A T ION ----------------------
1360
1370 BEGIN INTEGER NA.NB.M.NMPZ.NMPR: REAL LMBD;
1380 WRITE(OUT.<"VOER IN: NA.M,LMBD,NMPZ,NMPR"»:
1390 READ(IN./,NA,M,LMBD,NMPZ.NMPR); NB:=2*NA-l;
1400 WRITE(OUT [SPACE(2»));
1410 WRITE(PRINT [SPACE(S»));
1420 WRITE{OUT,*[5)/![10),NA,M,LMBD.NMPZ,NMPR);
1430 WRITE{PRINT.*[5)!![10),NA.M,LMBD,NMPZ.NMPR);
1440 WRITE{PRINT [SPACE(5»));
1450 WRITE(OUT [SPACE(2»));
1460 BEGIN REAL ARRAY A[O:NA),B[O:NB),PSI,Vl[O:NMPR,O:NMPZ),Z[O:NMPZ);
1470 REAL ARRAY R[O:NMPR); INTEGER OBJ; REAL PI;
1480 NEWOBJECT(OBJ); PI:=2*ARCSIN(l);
1490
1500 %------------------ GAM MAD 1ST RIB UTI 0 N ------------
1510
1520 BEGIN REAL ARRAY R2[O:100,O:NA). GMM,R,RSD[0:100);
1530 INTEGER K,L; REAL D.X,DP; K:=l;
1540 WHILE K LEQ 100 DO
1550 BEGIN X:=K!100; R[K):=X; DP:=I-X**M+SIN(2*PI*X**M)!(2*PI);
1560 GMM[K):=-LMBD*X*X*(I-SQRT(I+2*DP/(LMBD**2*X*X»);
1570 FOR L:=O STEP 1 UNTIL NA DO R2[K,L):=(X*X!2)**(NA-L):
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1580 K:aK+l;
1590 END;
1600 POLYDRAWZOOM(PLOTl,O,14.5,15,26,0,100,R,GMM,10,0,1,11,-0.1,1,
1610 FALSE,FALSE);
1620 WRITE(DISK3,<I,I,X20,"GAMMAVERDELING,EXACT",I,I»;
1630 WRITE(DISK3,*[5]11[12],GMM[*]);
1640 WRITE(PRINT [SKIP(I)]);
1650 WRITE(PRINT,<I,I,X20,"GAMMAVERDELING,EXACT",I,I»;
1660 WRITE(PRINT,*[5]11[18],GMM[*]);
1670 STEPWISEREGRESSION(R2,O,100,O,NA-I,GMM,A,A[NA],RSD,D,4,I,@-4);
1680 FOR K:aO STEP 1 UNTIL 100 DO
1690 BEGIN REAL S;
1700 FOR L:=O STEP 1 UNTIL NA DO S:=S+A[L]*(R[K]**2/2)**(NA-L);
1710 GMM[K]:=S;
1720 END;
1730 POINTSDRAWZOOM(PLOTI,O,14.5,15,26,0,100,R,GMM,10,0,1,11,-0.1,1,
1740 FALSE,FALSE);
1750 WRITE(PRINT,<I,I,X20,"GAMMAVERDELING,BENADERD",I,I»;
1760 WRITE(PRINT,*I5]IIII8],GMM[*]);
1770 WRITE(DISK3, <I, I ,X20, "GAMMAVERDELING,BENADERD", I, I»;
1780 WRITE(DISK3,*[5]11[12],GMMI*]);
1790 WRITE(PRINT [SKIP(I)]):
1800 WRITE(DISK3,<I,I,X20,"RESIDUEN REGRESSIE ANALYSE:",I,I»:
1810 WRITE(DISK3,*[5]11[12],RSD[*]);
1820 WRITE(PRINT,<I,I,X20,"RESIDUEN REGRESSIE ANALYSE:",I,I»;
1830 WRITE(PRINT,*[5]11[18],RSDI*]);
1840 COMMENTTEXT(OBJ,3,16,0,0.3,0,"GAMMADISTRIBUTION ALONG BLADE"):
1850 COMMENTTEXT(OBJ,2.5,15.5,0,0.2,0,"SOLID LINE=EXACT CURVE;"
1860 " POINTS LINE=APPROXIMATED CURVE");
1870 COMMENTTEXT(OBJ,4,15,0,O.2,O,"LAMDA= It);
1880 COMMENTNNUMBER(OBJ,5.5,15,0,0.2,0,"F4.1",LMBD);
1890 COMMENTTEXT(OBJ,6.5,15,O,O.2,0,"NA= ");
1900 COMMENTNNUMBER(OBJ, 7,15,0,0.2,0, "13" ,NA);
1910 COMMENTTEXT(OBJ,8,15,0,0.2,0,"M= ");
1920 COMMENTNNUMBER( OBJ, 8.5,15, 0, O. 2,0, "13" ,M) ;
1930 COMMENTTEXT(OBJ,4,14.5,0,0.2,O,"DETERMINATIONCOEFFICIENT= It);
1940COMMENTNNUMBER(OBJ,9.5,14.5,O,0.2,0,"F7.4",D);
1950
1960 %--------------- RIG H T HAN D SID E --------------------------
1970
1980 BEGIN INTEGER NC; REAL ARRAY RHS[0:100]; NC:=NA-l:
1990 BEGIN REAL ARRAY C[O:NC];
2000 POLYDER(NA,A,NC,C);
2010 AINA-l]:=AINA-1]+2*LMBD;
2020 POLYMUL(NA,A,NC,C,NB,B);
2030 FOR K:=O STEP 1 UNTIL 100 DO
2040 BEGIN REAL S;
2050 FOR L:=O STEP 1 UNTIL NB DO S:=S+B[L)*(R[K)**2/2)**(NB-L);
2060 RHS[K):=-S;
2070 END:
2080 POINTSDRAWZOOM(PLOTI,O,3,15,14.5,0,IOO,R,RHS,10,0,1,IO,
2090 -2,8,FALSE,FALSE);
2100 WRITE(PRINT,<I,I,X20,"BENADERING RECHTERLID",I,I»;
2110 WRITE(PRINT,*[5]11[18],RHS[*);
2120 WRITE(DISK3,<I,I,X20,"BENADERING RECHTERLID",I,I»;
2130 WRITE(DISK3,*[5]11[121,RHS[*]);
2140 WRITE(PRINT [SKIP(I)]):
2150 WRITE(PRINT,<I,I,XIO,"COEFFICIENTEN A POLYNOOM:",I»:
2160 WRITE(PRINT,*[5]11[12],A[*]);
2170 WRITE(OUT,<I,I,XIO,"COEFFlCIENTEN A POLYNOOM:" ,I»;
2180 WRITE(OUT,*[5)11[12),A[*);
2190 WRITE(PRINT,<I,I,XI0,"COEFFICIENTEN C POLYNOOM",I»;
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2200 WRITE(PRINT,*[5]//[12],C[*J);
2210 WRITE( OUT, </ , / , Xl 0, "COEFFICIENTEN C POLYNOOM", /» ;
2220 WRITE(OUT,*[5J//[12J,C[*]);
2230 WRITE(PRINT,</,/,XIO,"COEFFICIENTEN B POLYNOOM",/»;
2240 WRITE(PRINT,*[5]//[12],B[*]);
2250 WRITE(OUT,</,/,X10,"COEFFICIENTEN B POLYNOOM",/»;
2260 WRITE(OUT,*[5]//[12],B[*]);
2270 COMMENTTEXT( OBJ, 3,4.5,0,o. 3, 0, "RIGHTHANDSIDE ;APPROXIMATION");
2280 STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,O,O,15,O,I);
2290 STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,15,O,15,23,l);
2300 STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,15,23,O,23,l);
2310 STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,O,23,O,O,l);
2320 MAPANDDRAWOBJECT2(PLOTl,OBJ,O,3,15,26,l,O,O,O,l,3);
2330 CLEAROBJECT(OBJ);
2340 SKIPPAPER(PLOTl);
2350 END;
2360 END;
2370 END;
2380
2390 %----------------- M E S H G ENE RAT ION -----------------------
2400
2410 BEGIN INTEGER K,L;
2420 FOR L:=O STEP 1 UNTIL NMPZ DO Z[L]:=-3.001+L*10/NMPZ;
2430 FOR K:=I STEP 1 UNTIL NMPR DO R[K]:= K*3.5/NMPR;
2440 END;
2450
2460 % ------------------ R A D I A L VEL 0 CIT I E S ---------------
2470
2480 BEGIN INTEGER K,L,M; REAL RHO,S;
2490 FOR L:=O STEP 1 UNTIL NMPZ DO
2500 BEGIN FOR K:=l STEP 1 UNTIL NMPR DO
2510 BEGIN S:=O; FOR M:=NB STEP -I UNTIL 0 DO
2520 BEGIN
2530 S:=S+B[NB-M]*SIMPSOM(FRHONZR(M,Z[L],R[K],RHO),RHO,
2540 0.001,1,32);
2550 END;
2560 VIIK,L]:=-S/2/PI/SQRT(R[K]);
2570 END;
2580 END;
2590 WRITE(PRINT [SKIP(l)]);
2600 WRITE(PRINT,</,/,X20,"RADIELE SNELHEDEN",/,/,XIO,
2610 "X-RICHTING HORIZONTAAL,R-RICHTING VERTICAAL",/,/,
2620 *(/,ll(F5.2,Xl),/»,NMPR+l,FOR K:=NMPR STEP -I UNTIL 0
2630 DO [FOR L:=O STEP NMPZ/IO UNTIL NMPZ DO [Vl[K,L]]]);
2640 MULTIPOLYDRAWZOOM(PLOTl,O,5,23,20,O,NMPZ,O,NMPR,Z,VI,lO,-3,7,
2650 10,-0.l,O.9,FALSE,FALSE);
2660 COMMENTTEXT(OBJ,8,19,O,O.5,O,"RADIAL VELOCITIES,7 RADIUSES");
2670 COMMENTTEXT( OBJ , 8,6,0, 0.5,0, "Z-AXIS");
2680 COMMENTTEXT(OBJ,l,7.5,90,O.5,O,"RADIAL VELOCITY VI");
2690 STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,O,O,23,O,l);
2700 STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,23,O,23,15,1);
2710 STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,23,lS,O,lS,l);
2720 STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,O,15,O,O,l);
2730 MAPANDDRAWOBJECT2(PLOT1,OBJ,O,O,23,20,l,O,O,O,l,5);
2740 CLEAROBJECT(OBJ);
2750 SKIPPAPER(PLOTI);
2760 END;
2770
2780 %------------------ S T REA M LIN E S ---------------------------
2790
2800 BEGIN REAL PSIN,Z,R; INTEGER I,K,L,NPRTS,PRT;
2810 REAL ARRAY RR,ZZ[O:NMPR,O:NMPZ];
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2820 L:=0;Z:--3;
2830 WHILE L LEQ NMPZ DO
2840 BEGIN K:=O; R:=O;
2850 WHILE K LEQ NMPR DO
2860 BEGIN ZZ[KtL]:=Z;RR[KtL]:=R;
2870 PSI[K,L]:=IF L = °
2880 THEN R*R/2-R*(Vl[K t S]+V1[K t 6])*(ZZ[K,6]-ZZ[K t S])/2
2890 ELSE PSI[K,L-1]-R*(V1[K,L-1]+V1[K,L])*
2900 (ZZ[K,L]-ZZ[K t L-1])/2;
2910 K:=K+1; R:=R+3.S/NMPR;
2920 END;
2930 L:=L+1; Z:=Z+10/NMPZ;
2940 END;
2950 WRITE(PRINT [SKIP(l)]);
2960 WRITE(PRINT,(/,/,X20 t"STROOMFUNCTIE",/,/,X10,"Z-AS HORIZONTAAL",
2970 "R-AS VERTICAAL"t/,/,*(/tll(FS.2,X1),/),
2980 NMPR+1,FOR K:=NMPR STEP -I UNTIL °DO
2990 [FOR L:=O STEP NMPZ/10 UNTIL NMPZ DO [PSI[K,L]]]);
3000
3010 %------------------ 0 UTE R FLO W -------------------------------
3020
3030 FOR PSIN:=O STEP 0.3 UNTIL 6 DO
3040 BEGIN INTEGER CONTOUR; INTEGER ARRAY NPNTS,PKND[I:10];
3050 REAL ARRAY RISO,ZISO[I:10,1:600];
3060 CONTOUR:=CONTOURI(PSIN,OtNMPRtOtNMPZ,ZZ,RR,PSI,l,NPRTSt
3070 NPNTStPKNDtZISOtRISO);
3080 IF CONTOUR = 1 THEN WRITE(OUT,("BOVENGRENZEN PKND EN NPRTS"
3090 "KLEINER DAN NPRTS",/,"NPRTS=",I3>,
3100 NPRTS);
3110 IF CONTOUR = 2 THEN WRITE(OUT , ("BOVENGRENS TWEEDE DIM."
3120 "ZISO,RISO TE KLEIN",/,"NPNTS=",
3130 *(X2 tIS».NPRTS tNPNTS[*]);
3140 IF CONTOUR = 3 THEN WRITE(OUTt("BOVENGRENS ARRAYS TE KLEIN"
3150 ,/."NPRTS=",I3,"NPNTS=",*(X2,IS».
3160 NPRTS,NPRTS,NPNTS[*]);
3170 FOR PRT:-1 STEP 1 UNTIL NPRTS DO
3180 BEGIN POLYGON(OBJ,I,l,NPNTS[PRT],ZISO[PRT.I].RISO[PRT,I],l);
3190 IF PKND[PRT] = 1
3200 THEN STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJtZISO[PRT,NPNTS[PRT]],
3210 RISO[PRT,NPNTS[PRT]]t
3220 ZISO[PRT t 1],RISO[PRT,1],1);
3230 END;
3240 END;
3250 STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ.-4,-1.S,7.S,-1.S t 1);
3260 STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,7.S,-1.S,7.S,6.2S,1);
3270 STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,7.S,6.25 t-4.6.2S,1);
3280 STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ t -4,6.2S t-4,-1.5,1);
3290 AXISCOMPLETE(OBJ,-3,0,7,OtlO,0,-3,7,TRUEtFALSEtO.3t"Z-AXIS");
3300 AXISCOMPLETE(OBJt-3,0,-3t3.5,7,ltO,3.S,FALSEtTRUEtO.1t"R");
3310 STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJtO,0,Ot1,1);
3320 STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ t Ot 1,7,l,1);
3330 TEXT(OBJ tO,S.75,7,5.75 t O,"STREAMLINES OUTER DISKFLOW");
3340 TEXT(OBJ,0,S.25,7,S.25,O,"FIRST ORDER APPROXIMATION");
3350 TEXT(OBJ,Ot4.75t6,4.75tOt"GAMMA DISTRIBUTION:M=");
3360 NNUMBER(OBJ t 6 t4.75,6.S,4.75,0,"I2",M);
3370 TEXT(OBJ,0,4.25.2 t 4.25 t O,"LAMBDA=");
3380 NNUMBER(OBJt2t4.2St3t4.25tO,"F4.1",LMBD);
3390 TEXT(OBJ,0,3.75,S,3.75 t O,"NUMBER OF MESHPOINTS=");
3400 NNUMBER(OBJ t S,3.75,6 t 3.75 t Ot"I4",NMPZ*NMPR);
3410 MAPANDDRAWOBJECT2(PLOT1,OBJ,OtO,30t20,2tO,9,Ot2t5);
3420 CLEAROBJECT(OBJ);
3430 SKIPPAPER(PLOT1);
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3440
3450 %------------------ INN E R FLO W-------------------------------
3460
3470 FOR PSIN:=O STEP 0.06 UNTIL 0.3 DO
3480 BEGIN INTEGER CONTOUR; INTEGER ARRAY NPNTS,PKND[l:lO];
3490 REAL ARRAY RISO,ZISO[1:10,1:600];
3500 CONTOUR:=CONTOURl(PSIN,O,NMPR,O,NMPZ,ZZ,RR,PSI,I,NPRTS,
3510 NPNTS,PKND,ZISO,RISO);
3520 IF CONTOUR • 1 THEN WRITE(OUT,("BOVENGRENZEN PKND EN NPRTS"
3530 "KLEINER DAN NPRTS",I,"NPRTS=",I3),
3540 NPRTS);
3550 IF CONTOUR = 2 THEN WRITE(OUT,("BOVENGRENS TWEEDE DIM."
3560 "ZISO,RISO TE KLEIN" ,I ,"NPNTS=",
3570 *(X2,I5»,NPRTS,NPNTS[*]);
3580 IF CONTOUR = 3 THEN WRITE(OUT,("BOVENGRENS ARRAYS TE KLEIN"
3590 ,I ,"NPRTS=",I3,"NPNTS=",*(X2,I5»,
3600 NPRTS,NPRTS,NPNTS[*]);
3610 FOR PRT:-l STEP 1 UNTIL NPRTS DO
3620 BEGIN POLYGON(OBJ,I,l,NPNTS[PRT],ZISO[PRT,I],RISO[PRT,I],I);
3630 IF PKND[PRT] = 1
3640 THEN STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,ZISO[PRT,NPNTS[PRT]],
3650 RISO[PRT,NPNTS[PRT)],
3660 ZlSO[PRT,l],RlSO[PRT,l],l);
3670 END:
3680 END;
3690 STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,-4,-1.5,7.5,-1.5,1);
3700 STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,7.5,-1.5,7.5,6.25,1);
3710 STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,7.5,6.25,-4,6.25,1);
3720 STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,-4,6.25,-4,-1.5,1);
3730 AXISCOMPLETE(OBJ,-3,O,7,O,10,O,-3,7,TRUE,FALSE,0.3,"Z-AXIS");
3740 AXISCOMPLETE(OBJ,-3,O,-3,3.5,7,l,O,3.5,FALSE,TRUE,0.I,"R");
3750 STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ, 0, 0,0,1,.1); .
3760 STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,0,1,7,1,1);
3770 TEXT(OBJ,O,5.75,7,5.75,O,"STREAMLINES INNER DISKFLOW");
3780 TEXT(OBJ,O,5.25,7,5.25,0,"FIRST ORDER APPROXIMATION");
3790 TEXT(OBJ,O,4.75,6,4.75,O,"GAMMA DISTRIBUTION: M=");
3800 NNUMBER(OBJ,6,4. 75,6.5,4. 75,O,"I21l ,M);
3810 TEXT(OBJ ,0,4.25,2,4.25,0, "LAMBDA=");
3820 NNUMBER(OBJ,2,4.25,3,4.25,0,"F4.1",LMBD);
3830 TEXT(OBJ,O,3. 75,5,3. 75, 0, "NUMBER OF MESHPOINTS=");
3840 NNUMBER(OBJ, 5,3.75,6,3.75,0, "14" ,NMPZ*NMPR);
3850 MAPANDDRAWOBJECT2(PLOT1,OBJ,0,0,30,20,2,0,9,0,2,5);
3860 CLEAROBJECT(OBJ);
3870 SKIPPAPER(PLOTl);
3880
3890 %--------------------- I N D U C E D FLO W ------------------------
3900
3910 L:=O;
3920 WHILE L LEQ NMPZ DO
3930 BEGIN K:=O; R:=O;
3940 WHILE K LEQ NMPR DO
3950 BEGIN PSI[K,L]:=IF L = 0
3960 THEN -R*(Vl[K,5]+Vl[K,6)*(ZZ[K,6]-ZZ[K,5])/2
3970 ELSE PSI[K,L-l]-R*(Vl[K,L-l]+Vl[K,L])*
3980 (ZZ[K,L]-ZZ[K,L-l])/2;
3990 K:=K+l; R:=R+3.5/NMPR;
4000 END;
4010 L:=L+l;
4020 END;
4030 FOR PSIN:=O STEP -0.05 UNTIL -1 DO
4040 BEGIN INTEGER CONTOUR; INTEGER ARRAY NPNTS,PKND[I:10];
4050 REAL ARRAY RISO,ZISO[I:10,1:600];
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4060 CONTOUR:=CONTOUR1(PSIN,0,NMPR,0,NMPZ,ZZ,RR,PSI,1,NPRTS,
4070 NPNTS,PKND,ZISO,RISO);
4080 IF CONTOUR I: 1 THEN WRITE(OUT,("BOVENGRENZEN PKND EN NPRTS"
4090 "KLEINER DAN NPRTS", I, "NPRTS=" , 13>,
4100 NPRTS);
4110 IF CONTOUR I: 2 THEN WRITE(OUT,("BOVENGRENS TWEEDE DIM."
4120 "ZISO,RISO TE KLEIN",I,"NPNTS=",
4130 *(X2,I5»,NPRTS,NPNTS[*]);
4140 IF CONTOUR" 3 THEN WRITE(OUT,("BOVENGRENS ARRAYS TE KLEIN"
4150 ,1,"NPRTS=",I3,"NPNTS=",*(X2,I5»,
4160 NPRTS,NPRTS,NPNTS[*);
4170 FOR PRT:=1 STEP 1 UNTIL NPRTS DO
4180 BEGIN POLYGON(OBJ,I,1,NPNTS[PRT],ZISO[PRT,I),RISO[PRT,I),1);
4190 IF PKND[PRT] ,. 1
4200 THEN STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,ZISO[PRT,NPNTS[PRT]],
4210 RISO[PRT,NPNTS[PRT]),
4220 ZISO[PRT,I],RISO[PRT,I),I);
4230 END;
4240 END;
4250 STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,-4,-1.5,7.5,-1.5,1);
4260 STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,7.5,-1.5,7.5,6.25,1);
4270 STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,7.5,6.25,-4,6.25,1);
4280 STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,-4,6.25,-4,-1.5,1);
4290 AXISCOMPLETE(OBJ, -3, 0, 7,0,10,0, -3,7, TRUE, FALSE, 0. 3, liZ-AXIS");
4300 AXISCOMPLETE(OBJ,-3,0,-3,3.5,7,1,0,3.5,FALSE,TRUE,0.1,"R");
4310 STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,0,0,0,1,1);
4320 STRAIGHTLINEPIECE(OBJ,0,1,7,1,1);
4330 TEXT(OBJ,0,5.75,7,5.75,0,"STREAMLINES INDUCED FLOW ");
4340 TEXT(OBJ,0,5.25,7,5.25,O,"FIRST ORDER APPROXIMATION");
4350 TEXT(OBJ,0,4.15,6,4.15,0,"GAMMA DISTRIBUTION: M=");
4360 NNUMBER(OBJ,6,4.75,6.5,4.75,0,"I2",M);
4370 TEXT(OBJ,0,4.25,2,4.25,0,"LAMBDA=");
4380 NNUMBER(OBJ,2,4.25,3,4.25,0,"F4.1",LMBD);
4390 TEXT(OBJ,0,3.75,5,3.75,0,"NUMBER OF MESHPOINTS=");
4400 NNUMBER( OBJ, 5,3.75,6,3.75, 0, "14", NMPZ*NMPR);
4410 MAPANDDRAWOBJECT2(PLOTl,OBJ,0,0,30,20,2,0,9,O,2,5);
4420 CLEAROBJECT(OBJ);
4430 END;
4440 DISPOSEOBJECT(OBJ);
4450 END;
4460 END;
4410 LOCK(DISKl,CRUNCH); LOCK(DISK3,CRUNCH);
4480 END.
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